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Editor's Foreword

In A Theory ofJustice (1971),John Rawls proposed a conception ofjustice
that he called 'justice as fairness."! According to justice as fairness, the
most reasonable principles of justice are those that would be the object of
mutual agreement by persons under fair conditions. Justice as fairness thus
develops a theory of justice from the idea of a social contract. The principles it articulates affirm a broadly liberal conception of basic rights and liberties, and only permit inequalities in wealth and income that would be to
the advantage of the least well off.
In 'Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical" (1985), Rawls began
to develop the idea that an account ofjustice with liberal content is best understood as a political conception. 2 A political conception ofjustice is justified by reference to political values and should not be presented as part of a
more "comprehensive" moral, religious, or philosophical doctrine. This
idea is central to Political Liberalism (1993).3 Under the political and social
conditions of free institutions, we encounter· a plurality of distinct and incompatible doctrines, many of which are not unreasonable. Political liberalism acknowledges and responds to this "fact of reasonable pluralism" by
showing how a political conception can fit into various and even conflicting
comprehensive doctrines: it is a possible object of an overlapping consensus between them.
1.

A Theory ofJustice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 197!; rev. ed., 1999).
Philosophy and Public AffaiTS 14

2. ':Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical,"

(Summer 1985): 223-252.

3. Political Liberalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993).
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Developing the idea of political liberalism has led Rawls to reformulate
his presentation and defense of justice as fairness. Whereas A Theory of
Justice presented justice as fairness as part of a comprehensive liberal outlook, this restatement shows how it can be understood as a fo'rm of political
liberalism. Indeed, Rawls presents justice as fairness as the most reasonable
form of political liberalism. In doing so, he recasts the basic arguments for
the two principles of justice that are central to a conception of justice as
fairness.
This book originated as lectures for a course on political philosophy that
Rawls taught regularly at Harvard in the 1980s. The course included a
study of the works of historically important figures (Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, Mill, and Marx) and also presented the fundamentals of
Rawls's own view. The lectures on justice as fairness were distributed to
the class in written form, at first to supplement reading assignments from A
Theory ofJustice. They addressed questions not taken up in Theory, and
corrected what Rawls had come to see as mistakes in some of Theory's arguments. Later the lectures'were presented on their own, as a more or less
complete restatement of the theory ofjustice as fairness. By 1989 the manuscript had evolved into something close to its current form.
Rawls did revise the manuscript again in the early 199QS as he cQmpleted
Political Liberalism. It is not, however, substantially different from the 19 89
vt(rsion, except for the addition of §50 on the family. After the publication
of Political Liberalism, Rawls turned his attention to a number of other
works, including The Law of Peoples, 4 which was originally to be Part VI of
this restatement. The rest, now published, are "Reply to Habermas," an introduction to the paperback edition of Political Liberalism, and "The Idea
of Public Reason Revisited."5 Ideas from those works are found here,
though not always as fully developed as in their already published form.
Because of illness, Rawls has been unable to, rework the manuscript in its
final state, as he had planned. Still, most of the manuscript was nearly complete. Parts IV and V are the most unfinished, and with more time, surely
Rawls would have filled out those sections and integrated them more fully
with the first three parts. Part IV reads as addenda to the more detailed and
4· The Law ofPeoples (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999).
5· "Reply to Habermas," Journal of Philosophy 92 (March 1995): 132-180, reprinted in
the paperback edition of Political Liberalism (1996); "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited," University of Chicago Law Review 64 (Summer 1997): 765-807, reprinted in Collected Papers, ed. Samuel Freeman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999) and
in The Law of Peoples.
'
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free-standing Parts I-III. Part V is a preliminary effort to reformulate the arguments for the stability of justice as fairness that were presented in Part
Three of A Theory of Justice. Using the notion of an overlapping consensus, Part V argues for the stability ofjustice as fairness as a political conception ofjustice, an idea pursued in Political Liberalism and the more recent
works. Although they are unfinished, Parts IV and V present important
pieces of the overall argument for justice as fairness. The editorial decision
has been to leave the!l1' as well as the other parts of the book, mostly untouched. Some sections were reordered so as to introduce basic distinctions earlier. What is now §42 originally followed §50, §47 followed §44,
§§55 and 57 were reversed, and §56, which had been the last section of Part
V, has been inserted between them.
Additional changes involved the following. References to Part VI, "The
Law of Peoples," have been removed. Some exposition of basic concepts,
such as the veil of ignorance, has been added. Where this was done, the
wording was drawn from A Theory ofJustice and Political Liberalism, and
footnotes to those works have been added accordingly and bracketed.
Throughout, the approach to making changes has been conservative. Revisions were kept to a minimum and care has been taken not to alter tlle substance of what Rawls wrote. All changes were made with the author's
knowledge.
I am grateful for the help I received in preparing this manuscript. I
would especially like to acknowledge Joshua Cohen and Mard Rawls, both
of whom worked through the text with me in detail. Their critical judgment
and numerous suggestions were extremely valuable. For their useful advice, I would also like to thank Arnold Davidson, Barbara Herman, Percy
Lehning, Lionel McPherson, and T. M. Scanlon.

Preface

In this work I have two aims. One is to rectify the more serious faults in A
Theory of Justice 1 that have obscured the main ideas of justice as fairness,
as I called the conception of justice presented in that book. Since I still
have confidence in those ideas and think the more important difficulties
can be met, I have undertaken this reformulation. I try to improve the exposition, to correct a number of mistakes, to include some useful revisions,
and to indicate replies to a few of the more common objections. I also recast the argument at many points.
The other aim is to connect into one unified statement the conception of
justice presented in Theory and the main ideas found in my essays beginning with 1974. Theory itself was nearly six hundred pages and the more
relevant essays (of which there are about ten) bring the total close to a thousand pages. 2 Moreover, the essays are not fully compatible, and ambiguities
1. In 1975 I made revisions for the first foreign translation of A Theory of Justice (1971,
rev. ed. 1999). These have appeared in many subsequent foreign translations but never, before 1999, in English., The revised edition rectifies that situation (it contains no further revisions). When these lectures were given, the revisions, some of which address problems discussed in the lectures, were not available in English, and it was assumed the students had
only the original text. Therefore, some references to Theory in this restatement may be to
discussions that do not appear in the revised edition. In these cases, pages in the first edition
are indicated. All other page references are to the revised edition. References will always include the section numher, which is the same in both editions.
'2. Here I list the more relevant essays for reference: "Reply to Alexander and Musgrave,"
Quarterly Joumal of Economics 88 (November 1974): 633-655; "A Kantian Conception of
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in stating various ideas-for example, that of an overlapping consensusmake it difficult to find a clear and consistent view. The interested reader is
entitled to assistance in seeing how these essays and Theory might fit together, where the revisions go and what difference they make. This assistance I try to provide by presenting in one place an account of justice as
fairness as I now see it, drawing on all those works. I have tried to make this
reformulation more or less self-contained.
/: - For those who have some acquaintance with Theory, the main changes
lare of three kinds: first, changes in the formulation and content of the two
[principles ofjusticeused injustice as fairness; second, changes in how the
(argument for those principles from the original position is organized; and
!third, changes in how justice as fairness itself is to be understood: namely,
(as a political conception of justice rather than as part of a comprehensive
1moral doctrine.
\,..,
To explain: two examples of changes of the first kind are these: one is a
quite different characterization of the equal basic liberties and their priority,
a change required to meet the forceful criticisms raised by H. L. A. Hart
(§13); another is a revised account of primary goods which connects them
with the political and normative conception of citizens as free and equal
persons, so that these goods no longer appear (as many pointed out to me,
including Joshua Cohen and Joshua Rabinowitz) to be specified solely on
the basis of psychology and human needs (§17). I also try to meet objections raised by Amartya Sen (§SI).
Equality," Cambridge Review 96 (1975): 94-99, and reprinted as "A Well-Ordered Society"
in Philosophy, Politics, and Society, 5th ser., ed. Peter Laslett and James Fishkin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979); "Fairness to Goodness," Philosophical Review 84 (October 1975): 536-555; "The Basic Structure as Subject," Values and Morals, ed. Alan Goldman
andJaegwon Kim (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1978); "Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,"
Journal of Philosophy 77 (September 1980): 515-572; "Social Unity and Primary Goods," in
Utilitarianism and Beyond, ed. Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982); "The Basic Liberties and Their Priority," Tanner Lectures on
Human Values, vol. 3, ed. Sterling McMurrin (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,
1982); 'Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical," Philosophy and Public Affairs 14
(Summer 1985): 223-252; "On the Idea of an Overlapping Consensus," Oxford Journal of
Legal Studies 7 (February 1987): 1-25; "On the Priority of Right and Ideas of the Good,"
Philosophy and Public Affairs 17 (Fall 1988): 251-276; "The Domain of the Political and
Overlapping Consensus," New York Law Review 64 (June 1989): 233-255. These essays are
occasionally noted in the footnotes of the text, sometimes by an obvious abbreviation. Excepting "The Basic Structure as Subject" and "The Basic Liberti~s and Their Priority,"
these all appear in John Rawls, Collected Papers, ed. Samuel Freeman (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1999).
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The main change of the second kind is a division of the argument from
the original position for the two principles of justice into two fundamental
comparisons. In one comparison the two principles are compared with the
principle of (average) utility. In the other comparison the two principles are
compared with a modification of themselves formed by substituting for the
difference principle the principle of (average) utility constrained by a minimum. These two comparisons enable us to separate the reasons for the first
principle of justice, covering the basic liberties, and for the first part of the
second, that of fair equality of opportunity, from the reasons for the other
part of the second principle, the difference principle. In contrast to what
the exposition in Theory may suggest, this division of the argument shows
that the reasons for the difference principle do not rest (as K. J. Arrow and
J. C. Harsanyi and others have not unreasonably thought) on a great aversion to uncertainty viewed as a psychological attitude (§§34-39). That
would be a very weak argument. Rather, the appropriate reasons rest on
such ideas as publicity and reciprocity.
Changes of the third kind arise in clarifYing how justice as fairness is to
be understood. Theory never discusses whether justice as fairness is a comprehensive moral doctrine or a political conception of justice. In one place
it says (Theory, §j: IS) that if justice as fairness succeeds reasonably well,
the next step would be to study the more general view suggested by the
name "rightness as fairness." Even though the Rroblems examined in Theory in any detail are always the traditional and familiar ones of political and
social justice, the reader can reasonably conclude that justice as fairness
was set out as part of a comprehensive moral doctrine that might be developed later should success encourage the attempt.
This restatement removes that ambiguity: justice as fairness is now presented as a political conception of justice. To carry out this change in how
justice as fairness is to be understood forces many other changes and requires a family of further ideas not found in Theory, or at least not with the
same meaning or significance. Besides the introduction of the idea of a political conception of justice itself, we need the idea of an overlapping consensus of comprehensive, or partially comprehensive, religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines in order to formulate a more realistic conception of
a well-ordered society, given the fact of pluralism of such doctrines in a liberal democracy. We also need the ideas of a public basis ofjustification and
of public reason, as well as certain general facts of commonsense political
sociology, some of which are accounted for by what I call the burdens of
judgment, again an idea not used in Theory.
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r~ Oflhand, it may seem surprising that viewing justice as fairness as a po,litical conception, and not as part of a comprehensive doctrine, should rei quire a family of further ideas. The explanation is that now we must always
distinguish between the political conception and various comprehensive
rdoctrines, religious, philosophical, and moral. These doctrines usually have
III their own ideas of reason and justification. So likewise does justice as fair1ness as a political conception, namely, the ideas of public reason and of a
~ public basis ofjustification. The latter ideas must be specified in a way that
'is appropriately political and hence distinct from the parallel ideas of com~ prehensive doctrines .. Given the fact of reasonable pluralism (as I shall call
~ it), we must keep track. of different points of view if justice as fairness (or
any political conception) is to have any chance of gaining the support of an
"., overlapping consensus.
The meaning of these remarks will not be clear at this point. Their aim is
. simply to give an indication, to those already familiar with Theory, of the
kinds of changes they will find in this brief restatement.
As always, I am grateful to many of my colleagues and students for their
thoughtful and helpful commentaries and criticisms over the years. They
are too numerous to mention here, but to all of them I am deeply indebted.
I also wish to thank Maud Wilcox for her sensitive editing of the 1989,version of the text. Finally, I must express my deepest appreciation to Erin
Kelly and my wife, Mardy, who made completion of the book possible despite my declining health.
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We begin by distinguishing four roles that political philosophy may
have as part of a society's public political culture. Consider ,~rst its practi~~i
role arisingfrom divisivepoliticalconflict and the need tosettle theprolJ-l
lem of order.,
~
There are long periods in the history of any society during which certairi'
basic questions lead to deep and sharp conflict and it seems difficult if not
impossible to find any reasoned common ground for political agreement.
To illustrate, one historical origin of liberalism is the Wars of Religion in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries following the Reformation; these
divisions opened a long controversy about the right of resistance and liberty of conscience, which eventually led to the formulation and often reluctant acceptance of some form of the principle of toleration. The views in
Locke's Letter on Toleration (1689) and Montesquieu's The Spirit of Laws
(1748) have a long prehistory. Hobbes's Leviathan (1652)-surely the greatest work of political philosophy in English-is concerned with the problem
of order during the turmoil of the English civil war; and so also is Locke's
Second Treatise (also 1689). To illustrate in our own case how divisive conflict may lead to political philosophy, recall the extensive debates between
Federalists and Anti-Federalists in 1787-88 over ratification of the Constitution, and how the question of the extension of slavery in the years before
the Civil War called forth fundamental discussions of that institution and of
the nature of the union between the states.
1.1.
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We suppose, then, that one task of political philosophy-its practical

~. role, let's say-is to focus on deeply disputed questions and to see whether,

l despite appearances, some underlying basis of philosophical and moral

i agreement can be uncovered. Or if such a basis of agree~ent cannot be

jt found, perhaps the divergence of philosophical and moral opinion at the

I root of divisive political differences can at least be narrowed so that social
I cooperation on a footing of mutual respect among citizens can still be mainIi

•

ttamed.
To fix ideas, consider the conflict between the claims of liberty: and the
claims of equality incthe tradition of democratic thought. Debates over the
last two centuries or so make plain that there is no public agreement on
how basic institutions are to be arranged so as to be most appropriate to the
freedom and equality of democratic citizenship. There is a divide between
the tradition derived from Locke, which stresses what Constant called "the
liberties of the moderns"-freedom of thought and liberty of conscience,
certain basic rights of the person and of property, and the rule of law-and
the tradition derived from Rousseau, which stresses what Constant called
"the liberties of the ancients"-the equal political liberties and the values of
public life. 1 This overstylized contrast brings out the depth of the cop.flict.
This conflict is rooted not only in differences of social and economic interests but also in differences between general political, economic, and social theories about how institutions work, as well as in different views about
the probable consequences of public policies. Here we focus on another
root of the conflict: the different philosophical and moral doctrines that
deal with how the competing claims ofliberty and equality are to be understood, how they are to be ordered and weighed against each other, and how
any particular way of ordering them is to be justified.

1.2. I note briefly three other roles of political philosophy which we conjsider further as we proceed. One is that political philosophy may contribliute to how a people think of their political and social institutions as' a
Jwhole, and their basic aims and purposes as a society with a history-a naij tib~~as opposed to their aims and purposes as individuals, or as members
l?f families and associations. Moreover, the members of any civilized society
1. See "Liberty of the Ancients Compared with That of the Moderns" (1819), in Benjamin Constant, Political Writings, trans. and ed. Biancamaria Fontana (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988). Constant's dates: 1767-1830. The phrase "liberties of the ancients" refers t~ the liberties of native-born male citizens specified by the rights of political
participation in the Athenian democracy at, ,say, the time of Pericles.

1.
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3

need a conception that enables them to understand themselves as members
having a certain political status-in a democracy, that of equal citizenshipand how this status affects their relation to their social world.
!~,~~olitical philosophy may try to answer, and this role I call that
of~~l!!eili~}lj,2 The idea is that it belongs to reason and reflection (both
theoretical and practical) to orient us in the (conceptual) space, say, of all
possible ends, individual and associational, political and social. Political
philosophy, as a work of reason, does this by specifying principles to identifY reasonable and rational ends of those various kinds, and by showing
how those ends can cohere within a well-articulated conception of a just
and reasonable society. Such a conception may offer a unified framework
within which proposed answers to divisive questions can be made consistent and the insights gained from different kinds of cases can be brought to
bear on one another and extended to other cases.

1.3· A third role, stressed by Hegel in his Philosophy of Right (1821), is
that of reconciliation: political philosophy may try to calm our frustration:
and rage against our society and its history by showing us the way in which
its institutions, when properly understood from a philosophical point of
view, are rational, and developed over time as they did to attain their present, rational form. This fits one of Hegel's well-known sayings: "When we
look at the world rationally, the world looks rationally back." He seeks for
usfiiconciliatiQ!l-Versohnung-that is, we are to accept and affirm our social world positively, not merely to be resigned to it.
We shall be concerned with this role of political philosophy in several respects. Thus I believe that a democratic society is not and cannot be a community, where by a community I mean a body of persons united in affirming the same comprehensive, or partially comprehensive, doctrine. The
~ct of ~.:~.?~~ble pluralisl!K:~hich characterizes a society with free institu- '\
hons makes this impossible. s This is the fact of profound and irreconcilable
qifferences in_~i"!~~~~~ reasonahle~~-;Preh;~i~e 'rei~~1!9 J?hil<?llOphical conceptions of the~--;;rl~C~~ci'hiIh~lLYl_~W~~~f the moral' ~nd ae~'tll;tic,
v1!lues to be soug!gin human life. But this fact is ~~-;-;i;~y~';~~yt~~~~~Pt:\
.f

2. The term and its meaning is suggested by Kant's use of it in his essay "Was Heisst:
Sich im Denken orientieren?" Kant's gesammelte Schriften, PreuBischen Akademie del'
Wissenschaften, vol. 8 (Berlin, 1912). For him, reason is similarly the faculty of orientation as
very briefly characterized in the text.
3· For the meaning of "reasonable" as used in the text, see §§2, 11, 23.

,\"~
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and political philosophy may try to reconcile us to it by showing us the reason and indeed the political good and benefits of it.
Again, political society is not, and cannot be, an association. We do not
enter it voluntarily. Rather we simply find ourselves in a particular political
society at a certain moment of historical time. We might think our presence
in it, our being here, is not free. In what sense, then, can citizens of a democracy be free? Or as we shall ask eventually, what is the outer limit of our
freedom (§26)?
One can try to deal with this question by viewing political society in a
certain way, namely, as a fair system of cooperation over time from one generation to the next, where those engaged in cooperation are viewed as free
and equal citizens and normal cooperating members of society over a complete life. We then try to formulate principles of political justice such that if
the basic structure of society-the main political and social institutions and
the way they fit together as one scheme of cooperation-satisfies those principles, then we can say without pretense and fakery that citizens are indeed
free and equal. 4
\ ' 1.4. The fourth role is a variation of the previous one. We view political

:~(5,.\'.(G"'~S r. ...,\s·5;philosophy as realisticallyi'utopiiini. that is, as probing theli~it~ ofpracdcao"'l;~'~"

J.

",l..\ ,

" pol 4' '~o_\J,

'

,

,

',ble political possibility. Our hope for the future of our society rests on the
~.~.;~,~:rv,:\I,~.~ ~;r' ;helief that the social world allows at least a decent political order, so that a
~:.l,'$ ".,Q"\~ $bt;:reasonably just, though not perfect, democratic regime is possible. So we
ask: What would a just democratic society be like under reasonably favorable but still possible historical conditions, conditions allowed by the laws
and tendencies of the social world? What ideals and principles would such
a society try to realize given the circumstances of justice in a democrat~c
culture as we know them? These circumstances include the fact of reasonable pluralism. This condition is permanent as it persists indefinitely under
free democratic institutions.
The fact of reasonable pluralism limits what is practicably possible under the conditions of our social world, as opposed to conditions in other
historical ages when people are often said to have been united (though perhaps they never have been) in affirming one comprehensive conception.
4. The idea of political philosophy as reconciliation must be invoked with care. For political philosophy is always in danger of being used corruptly as a defense of an unjust and unworthy status quo, and thus of being ideological in Marx's sense. From time to time we must
ask whether justice as fairness, or any other view, is ideological in this way; and if not, why
not? Are the very basic ideas it uses ideological? How can we show they are not?

~. A Fair System of Cooperation

5

Eventually we want to ask whether the fact of reasonable pluralism is a historic~l fate we should lament. To show that it is not, or that it has its very
consIderable benefits, would be to reconcile us in part to our condition. Of
course, there is a question about how the limits of the practicable are dis- ~\ ~
cerned and what the conditions of our social world in fact are; the problem }';'.
here is that the limits of the possible are not given by the actual, for we can
to a greater or lesser extent change political and social institutions, and
much else. However, I shall not purslle t~is dt:eEo9.uestion here.

iJ/_j

., !)d

§2. Society as a Fair System of Cooperation
2.1. As I said above, one practicable aim of justice as fairness is to pn;J
vide an acceptable philosophical and moral basis for democratic instituj
tions and thus to address the question of how the claims of liberty and!
equality are to be understood. To this end we look to the public _political \
(;,l!!~l:l!.~."of,!,~,mo~~~~~~~ie~~g...i(Ltl!§_t@ditions Q[ inJ:~:n~~~l~n of its!

:~mstitution a~d..biltlic la~s,io-L.Q~f'Ll!lilii!LiQ!-!!l"~Jh~t<:.aDJ~~l"2Ik~~f~p !

I~t9. ..il ,v,~!!ce£!~.£Lpo!!!ic~U~~tice: It is assumed that citizens in a demo-/
cratic society have at least an implicit understanding of these ideas as
shown in everyday political discussion, in debates about the meaning and i
ground of constitutional rights and liberties, and the like. 5
Some of these familiar ideas are more basic than others. Those we use tod
,(),rganize and to give structure to justice as fairness as a whole I count as
'fundamental ideas\ ~he most fundamental idea in this conception ofjusticei {,"I
is the idea of society as a fair system of:social cooperation (over time from' ,~
~,~e generation to the next(Theory,§l: 4). We use this idea as the central
organizin? idea in trying to develop a political conception of justice for a;
democratlc regime.

I

!

This central idea is worked out in cof1iunction with two companion fun-,
damental ideas. These are: the idea of citizens (those engaged in cooperation). as ~ee .and equa~ person~(§7); and the idea of a 't.ell-ordered societ}l,
~~at IS;, a~oclety effectlvely regUiated by a public conception ofjustice (§s).;
As mdlcated above, these fundamental intuitive ideas are viewed as being'
5· Th,e e~position of justice as fairness starts with these familiar ideas. In this way we
conne.ct It WIth the common sense of everyday life, But because the exposition begins witl}
the~e Ideas do~s not mean that the argument for justice as fairness simply assumes them as a
baSIS. Everythmg depends on how the exposition works out as a whole and whether the
ideas and principles of this conception ofjustice, as well as its conclusions prove acceptable
'
on due reflection. See §1O.
,"t
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familiar from the public PQlitical .culture .of a demQcratic sQciety. Even
thQugh such ideas are nQt .often expressly fQrmulated, nQr their meanings
clearly marked .out, they may play fundamental rQle in sQciety's PQlitical
thQught and in hQW its institutiQns are interpreted, fQr example, by CQurts
and in histQrical .or .other texts regarded as being .of enduring significance.
That a demQcratic sQciety is .often viewed as a system .of sQcial cQQperatiQn
is suggested by the fact that from a pQlitical PQint .of view, and in the context .of the public discussiQn .of basic questiQns .of PQlitical right, its citizens
dQ nQt regard their SQcial .order as a fixed natural .order, .or as an institutiQnal structure justified by religiQus dQctrines .or hierarchical principles expressing aristQcratic v~lues. NQr dQ they think a pQlitical party may prQPerly, as a matter .of its declared prQgram, wQrk tQ deny any recQgnized class
.or group its basic rights and liberties.

Yet while it is unreasQnable, it is nQt, in general, nQt ratiQnai. FQr it may
be that SQme have a superiQr pQlitical PQwer .or are placed in mQre fQrtunate circumstances; and thQugh these cQnditiQns are irrelevant, let us assume,. in distinguishing between the perSQns in questiQn as equals, it may
be ratIQnal fQr thQse SQ placed tQ take advantage .of their situatiQn. In eve?,day li~e we imply this distinctiQn, as when we say .of certain peQple that,
gIVen theIr superiQr bargaining PQsitiQn, their proPQsal is perfectly ratiQnal,
but unreasQnable all the same. CQmmQn sense views the reasQnable but
nQt, in general, the ratiQnal as a mQral idea invQlving mQral sensibility.6

f"

Qf[socialcQoperatiQ~'has at least three

essential features:
(a) SQcial cQQperatiQn is distinct frQm merely SQcially cQQrdinated ~c
,ti'vity~fQr example, activity cQQrdinated by .orders issued by an ab- '
, sQlute central authority. Rather, sQcial cQQperatiQn is guided by
publicly recQgnized rules and prQcedures which thQse cQQperating
accept as apprQpriate tQ regulate their cQnduct.
(b) The idea .of cQQperatiQn includes the idea .of fair terms .of cQQpera-,.
tiQn: these are terms each participant may reasQnably accept, and
;Qmetimes shQuld accept, prQvided that everyQne else likewise accepts them. Fair terms .of cQQperatiQn specifY an idea .of reciprocity,
.or mutuality: all whQ dQ their part as the recQgnized rules require
are tQ benefit as specified by a public and agreed-up .on standard.
(c) The idea .of cQQperatiQn alsQ includes the idea .of each participant's
r~tionaladv~ntag~~ or gQQd. The idea .of ratiQnal advantage specifies
~hat it is that thQse engaged in cQQperatiQn ate seeking tQ advance
frQm the standpQint .of their .own gQQd.

~.3. ,The.rolt:. Qf the principles .ofjustice (as part .of a PQlitical cQnceptiQn:,
.of Jushce~ I~ tQ speci?, the fair terms .of SQcial cQQperatiQn (Theory, §l)./
These pnnCIples speCIfY the basic rights and duties tQ be assigned by the f
main ~~lit.ical and s~cial institutiQns, and they regulate fue divisiQn .of bene- !'
fit.s ~nsI~g fr~m SQCIal cQQperatiQn and allQt the burdens necessary tQ sus-

t~m It. Smc.e m. ~. demQcrat.ic. sQcie.ty citizens are .regarded frQm the'PQint.of/' .",
VIe", .of the ?QhhCal cQnCeptIOn ,as free and equal perSQns, the principles .of

~.'.'. demQc.ra.jIcc.9~cePt.iQn Q. f ju~.t!ce. m.ay. be viewed as specifYing the fair [
[
!erllls QfcQQperatIOn between cltlzens SQ conceived.
By way .of, these specificatiQn~, the pri~~iples ~f justice provide a re~r
s?Qnse tQ the\~nda~ental questIOn! .of PQlItIcal phIIQSQphy fQr a cQnstitutIOnal demQcratIc regIme. That questiQn is:

ThroughQut I shall make a distinctiQn between t4e@~~and the
t~asI shall refer tQ them. These are basic a~d cQmplement~ry ideas
entering intQ the fundamental idea .of sQciety as a faIr system .of SQCIaI CQQPeratiQn. As applied tQ the simplest case, namely tQ perSQns engaged in CQQperatiQn and situated as equals in relevant respects (.or symmetrically, fQr
shQrt), reasQnable perSQns are ready tQ prQPQse, .or tQ acknQwledge when

,
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prQPQsed by .others, the principles needed tQ specifY what can be seen by
all as fair terms .of cQQperatiQn. ReasQnable perSQns alsQ understand that
they are tQ h9 n Qr these principles, even at the expense .of their .own interests as circumstances may require, provided .others likewise may be expe,cte~ tQ hQnQr them. It is unreasQnable nQt tQ be ready tQ proPQse such
pnnciples, .or nQt tQ hQnQr fair terms .of cQQperatiQn that .others may reasQnably be expected tQ accept; it is WQrse than unreasQnable if .one merely
seems, .or pretends, tQ prQPQse .or hQnQr them but is ready tQ viQlate them
tQ .one's advantage as the QccasiQn permits.

a

2.2. The central .organizing idea

A Fair System of Cooperation

'

1

~.~at i~t.I:t~)!l9§J.it~~t;:p.tcpI~J?2- i,

. 6. ~hi~, kind of ~istinction between the reasonable and the rational was made by W. M.
SIbley m The RatIOnal versus the Reasonable," PhilosojJhical Review 62 (October 195,'3):
554-560. The t~xt ~onnects ,the distinction closely with the idea of cooperation among
equals and speCIfies It accordmgly for this moi'e definite idea. From time to time we come
back to .the distincti~n between the reasonable and the rational. See §2,'3.2 and §2,'3.,'3. It is of
central Importance m understanding the stmcture of justice as fairness, as well as T. M.
Scanlon's general contractualist moral theory. See his "Contractualism and Utilitarianism"
in Utilitarianism and Beyond, ed. Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams (Cambridge: CaI~'
bridge University Press, 19 82).
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tion-~s l?.~l:>1.i<::~YIrn()""_Il),Qr_Wi!h g()o_cl.r:~~~()!:ll:>elieved, to liatis£Y-lhose prin~
~iples of justice.
f
Third, and also implied by the idea of effective regulation, citizens have ~

pitical c?nc~pti()n._of jq§ticefor specifYirrg the fgir terms ofcooperatio.n
Jib~t~een citizens regarded as free and equal and as both reasonable and ra~
i:tional, and (we add) as normal and fully cooperating members of society
IJover a complete life, from ~~eJ~;ent:r,at,ion tgj:hen~xt? This question is fun'damental becauseii has been the focus of the liberal critique of monarchy
and aristocracy and of the socialist critique ofliberal constitutional democracy. It is also the focus of the present conflict between liberalism and conservative views over the claims of private property and the legitimacy (as
opposed to the effectiveness) of social policies associated with the so-called

normally effective sense of justice, that is, one that enables th~l~ founder'stand and apply the publicly r~cognized principles of justice, and for the
most part to act accordingly as their position in society, with its duties and,
obligations, requires.
Jil a well-ordered society, then, the public conception ofjustice provides
a mutually recognized point of view from which citizens can i,'~djiidicite
tl~ei.r._cla~L}lQli.ti.caLrighum th~j,L_PQliticaJ institutions or ,!g.ain;-;me
another.
..-----..,

welfare state. 7
'j' In using the conception of citizens as free and equal persons we abstract
,Ifrom various features of the social world and idealize in certain ways. This
ibrings out one role of abstract conceptions: they are used to gain a clear
'and uncluttered view of a question seen as fundamental by focusing on the
,;more significant elements that we think are most relevant in determining its
. most appropriate answer. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we do not try
to answer any question except the fundamental question stated above.

,

3.2. The idea of a well-ordered society is plainly a very considerable ide-I
alization. One reason we form this idea is that an important question about!
~<?~~~~ptio,ll_<?fj~sticef~~ a del!l0cr~ticsocietyWis whether, and how wt:ll,it:;
~ serve as the publicly' recognized alld mutually. acknowledged concep-)

t.L<!.rr:9fj,~~tic~ wfiens;;~i~ty-is'~i~~edas-'a ~y~t~~~f co~p~rati~~ be~eeni
free and equal citizens from one generation to the next. A political concep-'
tior;' O'f justice -that could not fulfill this public role must be, it seems, in
some way seriously defective. The suitability of a conception ofjustice for a
well-ordered society provides an important criterion for comparing politi~'
cal conceptions of justice. The idea of a well-ordered society helps to for",
mulate that criterion and to specifY further the central organizingidea of so-.'
cial cooperation.
'.
The idea of a well-ordered society has two meanings. Its general mean~'
ing is given above in §3.1: a well-ordered society is a society effectively regulated by some public (political) conception ofjustice, whatever that conception may be. But the idea has a particular meaning when we refer to the
well-ordered society of a particular conception of justice, as when we say
that all members of society accept and know that all the others accept the
same political conception ofjustice, for example, a particular natural rights
doctrine, or a form of utilitarianism, or justice as fairness. Note that, given
the fact of reasonable pluralism, a well-ordered society in which all its
members accept the same comprehensive doctrine is impossible. But democratic citizens holding different comprehensive doctrines may agree on
political conceptions of justice. Political liberalism holds that this provides
a sufficient as well as the most reasonable basis of social unity available to
us as citizens of a democratic society.

§3. The Idea of a Well-Ordered Society
3.1. As stated in §2.1, the fundamental idea of a \rir~~~ordered\society-a
society effectively regulated by a public conception ofjustice-is a companion idea used to specifY the central organizing idea of society as a fair sysrtem of cooperation. Now to say that a political society is well ordered con,I veys three things:
.
'r\" First, and implied by the idea of a public conception of justice, it is ~,.~()~_
':,ciet:y in which _~y:~ry(?ll~- a~_cept~. (l_Il<:!'la!:o~_s th~~~yeryone else accepts, th~
1'-"
.
-.'
:!very same political conception o~ju~tice~ (a~d so the same pri~ciples of p~litical justice). Moreover, this knowledge IS mutually recogmzed: that IS,
. people know everything they would know if their acceptance of those prin,c:;iples were a matter of public agreement.
Second, and implied by the idea of effective regulation by a public con, ception of justice, ~(?~~~_ty'sbasic structure-that is, its main political and
social institutions and the way they -ha~g together as one system of coopera--.--.~----

7. I say "so-called welfare state" because Part IV distinguishes between a property-owning democracy and a capitalist welfare state and maintains that the 'latter conflicts with justice as fairness.
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§4. The Idea of the Basic Structure
4.1. Another fundamental idea is the idea of the 'basic structure\(of a well~ to formulate and.E'esent
ordered society). This idea is introduced
justice as fairness as having an appropriate unity-::Nong with the idea OI'the
ongmatpOs'rtlOn (S6Y;-illSlleedelt~;"'~~mplete other ideas and to order
them into a perspicuous whole. The idea of the basic structure may be seen
in that light.
I' As indicated above in §3, the basic structure of society is the way in
'Iwhich the main political and social institutions of society fit together into

£0

',·i~ll(:UlYl3tem,' of SOCial.cooperatio,~andth,e, w"a,Y,' t,h,e,yas,sign"basic, rights ,and
II clktt,ies and regulate the division of advantages that arises from social coop-

'I eration over time (Theory, §2: 6). The political constitution with an indei pendent judiciary, the legally recognized forms of property, and the struc-

ture of the economy (for example, as a system of competitive markets with
'; private property in the means of production), as well as the family in some
, form, all belong to the basic structure. The basic structure is tJ1e back-,
.' groun.<!socia!framework within which theactr~itl~s ~{associations and in'c;li~iduals take place. Ajust basic structure secures what we m<;ty call background justice.
\'1

4.2. One main feature ?.fj1!I?!i.~.Jl!l,.fqirnessjs_thatiLtakes_the.basic..struk-,
tu~ the ~rima~ ~bjec~~.oli~~~~ice~Theory, §2). It does so in
p"~rt because the effects of the basic structure on citizens' aims, aspirations,
and character, as well as on their opportunities and their ability to take advantage of them, are pervasive and present from the beginning oflife (§§15! 16). ~ocusis all!!2!'!L(:JlJ!rdY:Q!l t4.e..pasic strm;ture all th~ ~~~j(:~.t?r.po
: l!tic~ocial justice.
Since justice as f;i;~ess starts with the special case of the basic structure,
its principles regulate this structure and do not apply directly to or regulate
internally institutions and associations within society. 8 Firms and labor
unions, churches, universities, and the family are bound by constraints arising from the principles ofjustice, but these constraints arise indirectly from
just background institutions within which associations and groups exist,
and by which the conduct of their members is restricted.
8. This seems obvious in most cases. Clearly the two principles ofjustice (§lS) with their
political liberties are not supposed to regulate the internal organization of churches and universities. Nor is the difference principle to govern how parents are to treat their children or
to allocate the family's wealth among them. See Part IV, §so, on the family.
'"":-' \",~\. ,'s cV'''''''''\: \t."A~ ,~ cAJ\",,~ "",~ ~'0:'l~'\'.~ "J.~V<5.s.'1) -\t", ",,\d~'ft·'1 <).,.~\~~~
'~S<'r: ~;\"A
I "o-\- -\'k .r<.~\ s,J{j'c\ ~f tb \;\,<.\ .... t.i
y \s -\\,,~ <> ,."'H,,....".,J,\ .Ah"e,
'> ,\,_ "Ie ~,"·".\,o ... ..\~ ..\ \"0 t~,<, \ I"~ 1J ~
1
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For example, while churches can excommunicate heretics, they cannot
burn them; this constraint is to secure liberty of conscience. Universities
cannot discriminate in certain ways: this constraint is to help to establish
fair equality of opportunity. Parents (women equally with men) are equal
citizens and have equal basic rights including the right of property; they
must respect the rights of their children (which the latter have as prospective citizens) and cannot, for instance, deprive them of essential medical
care. Moreover, to establish equality between men and women in sharing
the work of society, in preserVing its culture and in reproducing itself over
time, special provisions are needed in family law (and no doubt elsewhere)
so that the burden of bearing, raising, and educating children does not fall
more heavily on women, thereby undermining their fair equality of opportunity.

9~~_,§hQl!ld~l1QLa.§.I311me ill.~clv~nce that principles that are reasonable
and just for the basic structure are al~~' ~~-asonable and just f()['insfillitions

associat§s~·an(f"socla:rpractices.generallY. 'Whileth~' p;in~ipi~;"~fjusti~~

as fairness impose ilmltso~ theses;)C'iar arrangements within the basic
structure, the basic structure and the associations and social forms within it
are each4¥;overn~~!..!?,L~~ct princi2k~n view of their different aims and
purposes and their peculiar nature and special requirements. Justice as fail::' :
pess is a political, not a general, conception of justice: it applies first to the
basic structure and sees these other questions oflocal justice and also ques-i
~ions of global justice (what I call the law of peoples) as calling for separatjl
consideration on their merits.
i

'c~<~

.-

I

--

The principles of justice to be followed directly by associations and
institutions within the basic structure we may call principles of local jus9
tice. Altogether th~~n we have three levels of justice, moving from in~"
side outward: first,\lJ,>cal j~ (principles applying directly to institutions and associations); second, @omestic iusti~~Jprinciples applying to
the basic structure of society); and finally,~!9~(principles applying to international law). Justice as fairness starts with domestic justice~
the justice of the basic structure. From there it works outward to the law
of peoples and inward to local justice. The law of peoples has been dis~;;
lO
cussed elsewhere. No attempt will be made here to deal systematicali
with local justice. In general, principles for the basic structure constrain (or

y

9· I follow here Jon Elster's illuminating work, Local Justice (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 199 2).
10,

See Rawls, The Law of Peoples (Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press, 1999),
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limit), but do not determine uniquely, the suitable principles of local
justice.
4.3. Note that our characterization of the basic structure does not provide a sharp definition, or criterion, from which we can tell what social arrangements, or aspects thereof, belong to it. Rather, we start with a loose
characterization of what is initially a rough idea. As indicated above, we
must specifY the idea more exactly as seems best after considering a variety
of particular questions. With this done, we then check how the more
definite characterization coheres with our considered convictions on due
reflection.
The role of a ~olitical conception ofjustice, however, is not to say exactly
~ how these questIOns are to be settled, but to set out a framework of thought
( within which they can be approached. Were we to lay down a definition of
: the basic structure that draws sharp boundaries, not only would we go be~yond what that rough idea could reasonably contain but we would also risk
wrongly prejudging what more specific or future conditions may call for,
thus making justice as fairness unable to adjust to different social circumstances. For our judgments to be reasonable, they must usually be informed
by ali awareness of those more specific circumstances.u
Finally, to anticipate, since justice as fairness presents itself as a possible
focus of a reasonable overlapping consensus (§n), and since the basic
structure is the primary subject of justice, the boundaries and aspects of
this structure must eventually be drawn and specified in ways that, if possible; at least permit, if not encourage, such a consensus. So generally stated,
it is not evident what this condition requires; but these matters we try to
answer as we take up a wider range of questions.

~:.[:'.

§s. Limits to Our Inquiry
5.1. Before discussing the other fundamental ideas of justice as fairness,

1'~ let us note som'~nr~i~\to our inquiry. The first limit, as has been indicated,
U' is thatli'e must fi~'o~ tbelmsiG...str:ucture..a~th_e-£Jimat:Y.£Q.h.~~?! political

justice and leave aside..qllesti.ons~t:.lc;)eal-jt1sciee.,.we view justice as fairness
~t .as a comprehensive moral doctrine but a¥ political conception to
aEP!Y to ~tructure of political and social institutioll¥
11.

I am indebted to Erin Kelly for discussion on the points in this and the preceding

paragraph,
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The second limit is that we are concerned for the most part with the na- ,
ture and content ofjustice for a well-ordered society. Discussion of this case (j)
is ~eferred t~ in justice as fairness as ~~~~.~ orl;;tri~t compliance~ theory.
Stnct. complIance means that (nearly) everyone strictly complies with, and
so abIdes ,by, the pr~nci?les ofjustice. We ask iri effect what a perfectly just,
or nearly Just, constItutIOnal regime might be like, and whether it may come
about and be made stable under the circumstances ofjustice (Theory, §22},
~nd, so und~r reali~tic, though reasonably favorable, conditions. In this way:i
JustIce. as faIrness IS realistically utopian: it probes the limits of the realistically practicable, that is, how far in our world (given its laws and tendencie~), a democratic regime can attain complete realization of its appropriate
polItical values-democratic perfection, if you like.
We focus on ideal theory because the current conflict in democratic
thought is in good part a conflict about, what conception of justice is most
appropriate for a democratic society under reasonably favorable conditions.
~his is cle~~ from :vhat, for our purposes, we called the fundamental question of polItIcal phIlosophy (§2.3). Nevertheless, the idea of a well-ordered
society should also provide some guidance in thinking about nonideal theory, and so about difficult cases of how to deal with existing injustices. It
should also help to clarifY the goal of reform and to identifY which wrongs
,
are more grievous and hence more urgent to correct.
A third limit to our inquiry, mentioned before, is that we shall not here
discuss the im~ortan~ q~estion ~f the just relations between peoples, nor @
~ow t~e e~t~nslO~ ofJustI~e as faIrness to these relations illustrates the way
m whIch It IS sUItably unIversal. I assume Kant's view ("Pelpetual Peace"
(~795)) is correct ~nd that a world government would be either an oppresSIve glo~al despotism or a fragile empire torn by frequent civil wars as separate regIOns. and cultures tried to win their political autonomy.12 A just
w~r~d order IS perhaps best seen as a society of peoples, each people maintammg a well-ordered and decent political (domestic) regime, not necessarily democratic but fully respecting basic human rights. 13
In justice as fairness the question of justice between peoples is postponed until we have an account of political justice for a well-ordered democratic society. Observe, though, that beginning with the justice of the basic
~2. ~s Robert A. Dahl puts it in Dilemmas of Pluralist Democracy (New Haven: Yale
~mverslty

Press, 1982), p. 16: "today no unit smaller than a country can provide the conditIons necessalY for a good life, while no unit larger than a country is likely to be as democratically governed as a modern polyarchy."
13. This larger topic is discussed at length in The Law of Peoples,
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st~ucture does not imply that we cannot revise our account for a democratic
society (domestic justice) in view of what justice between peoples turns out
to require. The two parts of a more complete political conception-the justice of domestic society as well as of the relations between societies-can be
adjusted to each other in the course of working them out.

have viewed as "natural law"? Or are they settled by an agreement reached
by free and equal ci~izens engaged in cooperation, and made in vie-yv ofi
what they regard as their reciprocal advantage, or good? { 1 \." '0,'." { . .\'
)
Justice as fairness adopts a form of the last answer: the fair terms of sO:1
~ial cooperation are to be givenby an agreement entered into by those eIl~1
$agedinit. One reason it does this is that, given the assumption of reason-I
able pluralism, citizens cannot agree on any moral authority, say a sacred[
text or a religious institution or tradition. Nor can they agree about a moralf
order of values or the dictates of what some view as natural law. So what[ f.~~\~

5.2. Finally, I stress a point implicit in what we have said: namely,
that justic~ as fairness iSI],Qta comprehensive religious, philosophical, or
•. morald~ctrine-one that appli~~ to all subjects and covers all values. Nor is
. it' t~be ~eg~rd~d as the application of such a doctrine to the basic structure
of society, as if this structure were merely another subject to which that
comprehensive view is to be applied. Neither political philosophy nor justice as fairness is, in that way, applied moral philosophy. Political philosophy has its own distinctive features and problems. Jl!stice as fairness is a
political conception ofjustice for the special case of the basic structure of a
~odern democratic so~i~ty. In this respect it is much narrower in scope
than comprehensive philosophical moral doctrines such as utilitarianism,
perfectionism, and intuitionism, among others. It focuses on the political
(in the form of the basic structure), which is but a: part of the domain of

~

alternative is there than_.~~_~g~~~I?~E!R~~~een
reached under conditiOns that are fair for all? (~~J;;;;~;;'

citi?~..g~ themse~; ~:\ f~:

" ,. , ; . , ~ r"'\'''~
w~ ""i
~\\:

co.(.

6.2. Now this agreement, like any other, must be entered into under cer- ~~.J> \~
tain conditions if it is to be a valid agreement from the point of view of politicaljustice. In particular, these conditions must situate free and equal persons fairly and must not permit some to have unfair bargaining advantages
over others. Further, threats of force and coercion, deception and fraud,
and so on must be ruled out. So far, so good. These considerations are familiar from everyday life. But agreements in everyday life are made in determinate situations within the background institutions of the basic structure;
and the particular features of these situations affect the terms of the agreements reached. Clearly, unless those situations satisfY the conditions for
valid and fair agreements, the terms agreed to will not be regarded as fair.
Justice as fairness hopes to extend the idea of a fair agreement to the basic structure itself. Here we face a serious difficulty for any political conception of justice that uses the idea of contract, whether or not the contract is social. The difficulty is this: Y"e ~llst specifY a .point of view from
~hich a fair agreement between free and equal persons can be' reached;"
h'
. ?__
f~:~~_~~~.~._~_!:em()ve
'
b
d,. fir()J:l!_al1.d'
d'~~t.?!:.~~db
IZv'
b ut t_~_pomt
... ~?!. __
_.. I.~__h ~J:).ar-n\I.r'r \",1,

the moral.

§6. The Idea of the Original Position
6.1. So far we have discussed three fundamental ideas introduced in Theory, §§1-2, the idea of a society as a fair system of cooperation andOthe idea
of a well-ordered society, and the idea of the basic structure of society. Next
we discuss two other fundamental ideas, introduced in Theory, §§3-4. One
is the idea of the original position; the other is the idea of citizens as free
and equal persons. The sixth fundamental idea, that of public justification,
is discussed in §§g-lO.
.
" Let us begin with lli-ow we might be ledJ..Q,JhJ~,~i!gill!ll.I?,~f!tti<>,~}nd the
reasons for using it. The following line of thought might lead us to it: we
start with the organizing idea of society as a fair system of cooperation between free and equal persons. Immediately the question arises as to how
the fair terms of cooperation are specified. For example: Are they specified
by 'an authority distinct from the persons cooperating, say, by God's law?
Or are these terms recognized by everyone as fair by reference to a moral
order of values,14 say, by rational intuition, or by reference to what some

hCUTar fe~ures~~,~,~~~~rc~~.!~~!~~_?L~~_~~i~ti~g_~a~~c::s~t:~~,~1E~' The origi~ ~,.,t:\'
nal position, with the feature I have called the "veil of ignorance" (Theory; -c>.,,,\o,,,",
§24), specifies this point of view. In the original position, the parties ani "\'f" '\
flot allowed to know the social p~;iti~ns or the particular comprehensive'
?octrines of the persons they represent. They also do not know persons' ";
race and ethnic group, sex, or various native endowments' such as strength:
and intelligence, all within the normal range. We express these limits on in-:
formation figuratively by saying the parties are behind a veil of ignorance. 15
15. [See Rawls, Political Liberalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), pp.
24-25.]

14. This order I assume to be viewed as objective as in some form of moral realism.

!,,<.;$~
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One reason why the original position must abstract from the contingencies-the particular features and circumstances of persons-within the basic structure is that the conditions for a fair agreement between free and
equal persons on the first principles ofjustice for that structure must eliminate the bargaining advantages that inevitably arise over time within any society as a result of cumulative social and historical tendencies. "To persons
according to their threat advantage" (or their de facto political power, or
wealth, or native endowments) is not the basis of political justice. Contingent historical advantages and accidental influences from the past should
not affect an agreement on principles that are to regulate the basic structure
from the present into the future. I6

.i 6.S. The idea of the original position is proposed, then, as the answer to
I
;~he question of how to extend the idea of a fair agreement to an agreement
}.m principles .of political justice for the basic structure. That position is set
as a situation ~hat is fair to the parties as free and equal, and as properly
!tnformed and ratIOnal. Thus any agreement made by the parties as citizens'
:[representatives is fair. Since the content of the agreement concerns the prinJciples of justice for the basic structure, the agreement in the original posi,'itioiJ. specifies the fair terms of social cooperation between citizens regarded
\\as such persons. Hence the name: justice as fairness.
~bs.erve that, as st~ted in Theory, the original position genera~izes the failmillar Idea of the SOCIal contract (Theory, §s). It does so by making the ob'rV ect of agreement the first principles ofjustice for the basic structure, rather
i than a particular form of government, as in Locke. The original p~sition is
:lalso more abstract: the agreement must be regarded as both hy'pothetical
.!and nonhistorical.
.
.

:fP

r.

:f~-""""--=-·

(i) It is hypothetical, since we ask what the parties (as described)
could, or would, agree to, not what they have agreed to.
(ii) It is nonhistorical, since we do not suppose the agre~ment has ever,
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or indeed ever could actually be entered into. And even if it could,
that would make no difference.
!he secon~ point (ii) means that what principles the parties would agree
~o IS to, be d~cIded by analysis. We characterize the original position by varIOUS stipulations-each with its own reasoned backing-so that the agreement that would be reached can be worked out ded\lctively by reasoning
from how the parties are situated and described, the alternatives open to
them, and from what the parties count as reasons and the information available to them. We return to this in Part III.

6.4. Here there may seem to be a serious objection: since hypothetical agreements are not binding at all, the agreement of the parties in
the ~rig~nal position would appear to be of no significanceY In reply,
the sIgmficance of the original position lies in the fact that it is a device
of repr~sentation or, alternatively, a thought-experiment for the purpose
of pubhc- and self-clarification. We are to think of it as modeling two
things:
First, it models what we regard-here and now-as fair conditions under
which the representatives of citizens, viewed solely as free a~ld equal persons, are to agree to the fair terms of cooperation whereby the basic struc.'
ture is to be regulated.
, Second, it models what we regard-here and now-as acceptable restrictIons on the reasons on the basis of which the parties, situated in fair conditions, may properly put forward certain principles of political justice and
reject others .
Thus if the original position suitably models our convictions about thes~l
two things (namely, fai~ conditi~n~ of agreement between citizens as free \
an~ e,qual, an~ a~propnaterestnctIOns on reasons), we conjecture that the I'
pnncipies of JustIce the parties would agree to (could we properly work
them out) would specifY the terms of cooperation that we regard-here and
now-as fair and supported by the best reasons. This is because, in that
case, the original position would have succeeded in modeling in a suitable ~

I

16. This is an essential feature of justice as fairness as a form of the contract doctrine. It
differs from Locke's view in this respect, and also from the contract views of Robed Nozick
in Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974), of James Buchanan in The
Limits of Liberty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975), and of David Gauthier in
Morals by Agreement (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). In these three works citizens'
basic rights, liberties, and opportunities, as secured by the basic structure, depend on contingencies of history, and social circumstance and native endowment, in ways excluded by
justice as fairness. We come back to this in §16.1.

17. This question is discussed by Ronald Dworkin in §1 of his critical review entitled
''Ju~tice and Rigl~ts," University of Chicago Law Review (1973), reprinted in Taking Rights
S~r~ous1y

(Cambndge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977), as chap. 6, I have discussed
hIS I~terpre~ation briefly in ''Justice as Fairness: Political Not Metaphysical," PhilosojJhy and
Publzc AJfazrs 14 (Summer 1985): 236f., n. 19; reprinted in Rawls, Collected Papers, ed. Samuel Freeman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999),400£, n. 19.
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',manner what we think on due reflection are the reasonable considerations
Iho ground the principles of a political conception ofjustice.
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to understand, to apply, and to act from (and not merely in accordance \
with) the principles of political justice that· specifY the fair terms of social J
cooperation.
(ii) The other moral power is a capacity for a conception of the good: it~
is the capacity to have, to revise, ~lld rationally to pursue a conception'ofl
the good. Such a conception is an ordered family of final ends and aimsi
which specifies a person's conception of what is of value in human life or, \
alternatively, of what is regarded as a fully worthwhile life. The elements on
such a conception are normally set within, and interpreted by, certain com- ;
prehensive religious, philosophical, or moral doctrines in the light of which,
the various ends and aims are ordered and understood.
J"';<{

f

6.5. To illustrate regarding fair conditions: the parties are symmetrically situated in the original position. This models our considered conviction that in matters of basic political justice citizens are equal in all relevant respects: that is, that they possess to a sufficient degree the requisite
powers of moral personality and the other capacities that enable them to be
normal and fully cooperating members of society over a complete life (§7).
Thus, in accordance with the precept of formal equality that those equal
(similar) in all rele~ant respects are to be treated equally (similarly), citizens'
representatives are to be situated symmetrically in the original position.
Otherwise we would not think that position fair to citizens as free and
equal.
To illustrate regarding appropriate restrictions on reasons: if we are reasonable, it is one of our considered convictions that the fact that we occupy
a particular social position, say, is not a good reason for us to accept, or to
expect others to accept, a conception ofjustice that favors those in that position. If we are wealthy, or poor, we do not expect everyone else to accept a
basic structure favoring the wealthy, or the poor, simply for that reason. To
model this and other similar convictions, we do not let the parties know the
social position of the persons they represent. The same idea is extended to
gther features of persons by the veil of ignorance.
In short, the original position is to be understood as a device of representation. As such it models our considered convictions as reasonable per,sons by describing the parties (each of whom is responsible for the fundamental interests of a free and equal citizen) as fairly ~ituated and as reaching
! an agreement subject to appropriate restrictions on reasons for favoring
principles of political justice.

7·2. In saying that persons are regarded as having the two moral powers, we are saying that they have the requisite capacities not only to engage in mutually beneficial social cooperation over a complete life but also
to be moved to honor its fair terms for their own sake. In Theory, these two
powers are taken as defining "moral persons" and "moral personality"
(Theory, §§3-4). What is meant, though, by saying that persons are free
and equal?
Here it is important to keep in mind that justice as fairness is a political
conception of justice: that is, it is designed for the special case of the basic
structure of society and is not intended as a comprehensive moral doctrine.
Therefore, the idea of the person, when specified into a conception of the
person, belongs to a political conception. (A fundamental idea becomes a.
conception if we specifY its elements in a particular way.) This means that
the conception of the person is not taken from metaphysics or the philosophy of mind, or from psychology; it may have little relation to conceptions·
of the self discussed in those disciplines. It must of course be compatible
with (one or more) such philosophical or psychological conceptions (so faras they are sound), but that is another story. The conception o£.theperson:·,.
u'~s!Us~eant as both normative and political, not metaphysicaL()r psych~:1

§7. The Idea of Free and Equal Persons

i,

~g~
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As noted earlier (§2.1-2), the conception of the person is worked up",
from the way citizens are regarded in the public political culture of a democratic society, in its basic political texts (constitutions and declarations of
human rights), and in the historical tradition of the interpretation of those
texts. For these interpretations we look not only to courts, political parties,.
and statesmen, but also to writers on constitutional law and jurisprudence,

7.1. To this point we have simply used the idea of free and equal persons;
we must now explain its meaning and role. Justice as fairness regards citizens as engaged in social cooperation, and hence as fully capable of doing
so, and this over a complete life. Persons so regarded have what we may call
"the two moral powers," explained as follows:
(i) One such power is the ~,apacity for a sense ofjustice: it is the capacity
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land to the more enduring writings of all kinds that bear on a society's polit~~cal philosophy.

il

7.3. In what sense are citizens regarded as equal persons? Let's say they
are regarded as equal in that they are all regarded as having to the essential
minimum degree the moral powers necessary to engage in social coopera~tion over a complete life and to take part in society as equal citizens. Having
11 these powers to this degree w;e take as the basis of equality among citizens
Ii as persons (Theory, §77): that is, since we view society as a fair system of
cooperation, the. p.ctsi.sof eqqality is having to the requisite mini~um degr~e
II the .11lor.aland other capacities that enable us to t~ke part fully In the co0f>~ ~iClt~y~ li[~".Qf 1!9~if:~Y.Th~s theeq~ality of citiz~ns is mo~eled in the origiij nal position by the equahty of theIr representatIves: that IS, by the fact that
\l! these representatives are symmetrically situated in that position and have
It equal rights in its procedure for reaching agreement.
,I"
I note that in taking the' moral powers as the basis of equality we in effect
distinguish between a political society and the many associations within it
and across it. The latter are associations that cross political boundaries,
such as churches and scientific societies. Some of these associations are
communities: churches and scientific societies again illustrate this; but universities and other cultural institutions are also communities. The members
of a community are united in pursuing certain shared values and ends
(other than economic) that lead them to support the association and in part
bind them to it. In justice as fairness a democratic political society has no
such shared values and ends apart from those falling under or connected
with the political conception ofjustice itself. The citizens of a well-ordered
society affirm the constitution and its political values as realized in their institutions, and they share the end of giving one another justice, as society's
arrangements require.
.
fl' The significance of this distinction between a democratic society and the
I'
·1 communities within it will become evident later and rests on a number of
\:jts special features. For example, we are .b~rn into soci~ty, .an.d w~ile we may
be born into communities also, into rehgIOns and theIr dlstmctIve cultures,
only society with its political form of government and its law exercises coercive power. While we can leave communities voluntarily (the constitutional
liberties guarantee this: apostasy is not a crime), there is a sense in which
we cannot leave our political society voluntarily (§26). Also a community
can reward or single out its members in proportion to their contribution to
its shared values and ends; but a democratic society has no such shared val-

II
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ues and ends (falling under the good) by which its citizens can be distinguished. 18 All who can be fully cooperating members of political society
count as equals and can be treated differently only as the public political
conception ofjustice allows.
It is a serious error not to distinguish between the idea of a democratic
political society and the idea of community. Of course, a democratic society
is hospitable to many communities within it, arid indeed tries to be a social
world within which diversity can flourish in amity and concord; but it is
not itself a community, nor can it be in view of the fact of reasonable pluralism. For that would require the oppressive use of government power which
is incompatible with basic democratic liberties. From the start, then, we
view a democratic society as a political society that excludes a confessional
or an aristocratic state, not to mention a caste, slave, or a racist one. This
exclusion is a cons~quence of taking the moral powers as the basis of political equality.
7.4. In what sense are citizens free? Here again we must keep in mind
that justice as fairness is a political conception of justice for a democratic
society. The relevant meaning of free persons is to be drawn from the political culture of such a society and may have little or no connection, for examapIe, with freedom of the will as discussed in the philosophy of mind. Fol- 1. t--'"
lowing up this idea, we say that citizens are regarded as free persons in two
respects.
__ ,
First, citizens are free in that they conceive of themselves and of one an- Ie. \. c1",y,!
other..a,shaving the moral power to have a conception of the good. This isl
1"::
;;-~tto say that, as part of their political ~onception, tl~ey view themselve~ as '
inevitably tied to the pursuit of the partIcular conceptIOn of the good whIchi'
they affirm at any given time. Rather, as citizens, they are seen as capable o~
revising and changing this conception on reasonable and rational grounds,~
and they may do this if they so desire. As free persons, citizens claim the i
right to view their persons as independent from and not identified with any r
particular conception of the good, or scheme of final ends. Given their;
moral power to form, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of the I
good, their public or legal identity as free persons is not affected by changes f'
over time in their determinate conception of the good.
!
For example, when citizens convert from one religion to another, or no'"
,>

f.;,'

18. On this point see "The Basic Structure as Subject," in Rawls, Political Libemlis1ll,
lect. VII, §8, pp. 279ff.
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longer affirm an established religious faith, they do not cease to be, for
questions of political justice, the same persons they were before. There is
no loss of what we may call their public, or legal, identity-their identity as
a matter of basic law. In general, they still have the same basic rights and
duties, they own the same property and can make the same claims as before, except insofar as these claims were connected with their previous religious affiliation. We can imagine a society (indeed history offers numerous
examples)in which basic rights and recognized claims depend on religious
affiliation and social class. Such a society has a different political conception of the person. It may not have a conception of citizenship at all; forthis
conception, as we are using it, goes with the conception of society as a
fair system of cooperation for reciprocal advantage between free and equal
citizens.
There is another sense of identity specified by reference to citizens'
deeper aims and commitments. Let's call it their nonlegal or moral identity.19 Now citizens usually have both political and nonpolitical aims and
commitments. Thus they affirm the values of political justice and want to
see them embodied in political institutions and social policies. They also
work for the other nonpolitical values and ends of the associations to which
they belong. These two aspects of their moral identity dtizens must adjust
and reconcile. It can happen that in their personal affairs, or in the internal
life of their associations, citizens may regard their final ends and attachments very differently from the way the political conception supposes.
They may have, and often do have at any given time, affections, devotions,
and loyalties that they believe they would not, indeed could imd should
not, stand apart from and evaluate objectively. They may regard it as simply
unthinkable· to view themselves apart from certain religious, philosophical,
and moral convictions, or from certain enduring attachments and loyalties.
These two kinds of commitments and attachments-political and non~ political-specifY moral identity and give shape to a person's way of life,
;1 what one sees oneself as doing and trying to accomplish in the social world.
0[ If we suddenly lost them, we would be disoriented and unable to carry on .
.in fact, there would be, we might think, no point in carrying on. Our conceptions of the good may and often do change over time, however, usually
slowly but sometimes rather suddenly. When these changes are sudden, we
are particularly likely to say that we are no longer the same person. We

r

19. I am indebted to Erin Kelly for the distinction between the two kinds of aims that
characterize citizens' moral identities as described in this and the next paragraph.
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know what this means: we refer to a profound and pervasive shift, or reversal, in our final ends and commitments; we refer to our different moral
(which includes our religious) identity. On the road to Damascus Saul of
Tarsus becomes Paul the Apostle. Yet such a conversion implies no change
in our public or legal identity, nor in our personal identity as this concept is
understood by some writers in the philosophy of mind. And in a well-ordered society supported by an overlapping consensus, citizens' (more general) political values and commitments, as part of their noninstitutional, or
moral, identity are roughly the same.
7·5· A second respect in which citizens view themselves as free is that :!.cA"J1
~hey. reg~rd themselves as self-authenticating sources of valid claims. That '" (;
is, they regard themselves as being entitled to make claims on theirinstitutions so as to advance their conceptions of the good (provided these conceptions fall within the range permitted by the public conception of justice). These claims citizens regard, as having weight of their own apalF'from
being derived from duties and obligations specified by a political conception of justice, for example, from duties and obligations owed to society.
aims that citizens regard as founded on duties and obligations based on
~leir conception of the good and themoral doctrine they affirm in their
o~n life are also, for our purposes here, to be counted as self-authenticat- i
i~g. Doing this is reasonable in a political conception ofjustice for a constitutional democracy, for provided the conceptions of the good and the moral I
doctrine citizens affirm are compatible with the public conception of jus- \
tice, these duties and obligations are self-authenticating from a political!
"
point of view.
When we describe the way in which citizens regard themselves as free; 1\
we are relying on how citizens tend to think of themselves in a democratic h
society when questions of political justice arise. That this aspect belongs to l'
a particular political conception is clear from the contrast with a different ,:
political conception in which the members of society are not viewed as self- Ii
authenticating sources of valid claims. In this case their claims have no
weight except insofar as they can be derived from the duties and obliga- i
tions owed to society, or from their ascribed roles in a social hierarchy justi- i:
fied by religious or aristocratic values.
f
To take an extreme case, slaves are human beings who are not counted i~i
sources of claims, not even claims based on social duties or obligations, for
slaves are not counted as capable of having duties or obligations. Laws that
prohibit the abuse and maltre~tment of slaves are not founded on claims

9i
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made by slaves in their own behalf, but on claims originating either from
slaveholders or from the general interests of society (which do not include
the interests of slaves). Slaves are, so to speak, socially dead: they are not
recognized as persons at all. 20 This contrast with a political conception of
justice that allows slavery makes clear why conceiving of citizens as free
persons in virtue of their moral powers and their having a conception of the
good goes with a particular political conception of the justice.
7.6. I emphasize that the conception of the person as free and equal is a
normative conception: it is given by our moral and political thought and
practice, and it is studied by moral and political philosophy and by the philosophy of law. Since ancient Greece, both in philosophy and in law, the
concept of the person has been that of someone who can take part in, or
,playa role in, social life, and hence who can exercise and respect its various
Fights and duties. In specifYing the central. organizing idea of society as a
fair system of coop'eratioi{; -~e use the companion idea of free and equal
,1 persons as those who can play the role of fully cooperating members. As
i,suits a political conception of justice that views society as a fair system of
'j cooperation, a citizen is someone who can be a free and equal participant
lover a complete life.
This conception of the person is not to be mistaken for the couceptipn
ior ~)i!!IP!lol1b~ingja member of the species homo sapiens) as the latter
'/night be specified in biology or psychology without the use of normative
~oncepts of various kinds, including, for example, the concepts of the moral
i~owers and of the moral and political virtues. Moreover, to characterize the
lperson, we must add to these concepts those used to formulate the powers
,!':ofreason, inference, and judgment. These are essential companion powers
to th~ two mor~l powers and are required for their exercise and for the
~practJce
of the VIrtues.
,",
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to the idea of the basic structure of such a society, to the idea of the original
position, and finally to the idea of citizens, those engaged in cooperation, as
free and equal.
In this sequence we start with the organizing idea of society as a fair sys-i
tem of cooperation and then make it more determinate by spelling out what i
results when this idea is fully realized (a well-ordered society), and what;
this idea applies to (~he basic structure). We then say how the fair terms of,
cooperation are specified (by the parties in the original position) and ex- l'
plain how the persons engaged in cooperation are to be regarded (as free i
and equal citizens).

1

8.2. This spelling out of the central organizing idea of social cooperation
is not a deductive argument. The steps starting with that idea and proceeding to the next are not said to follow from, or to be derived from, it. We
specify the organizing idea and make it more determinate as we connect it
with the other ideas.
To illustrate: there are various ways of specifying the central idea of social cooperation. As we noted, we might say that the fair terms of cooperation are fixed by natural law viewed either as God's law or as given by a
prior and independent moral order publicly known by rational intuition.
Such ways of fixing those terms have not been excluded by deductive argument: for instance, by showing them to be incompatible with the idea of social cooperation. Instead, they are ruled out by the historical conditions
and the public culture of democracy that set the requirements for a political
conception of justice in a modern constitutional regime. Among those historical conditions is the fact of reasonable pluralism, which rules out comprehensive doctrines as a basis for a workable political agreement on a conception ofjustice. Since justice as fairness looks for such a basis, it follows a
different course.

8.1. The five fundamental ideas we have discussed so far are closely related when laid out in the sequ~nce by which they were introduced: from
society as a fair system of cooperation to the idea of a well-ordered society,

8·S· We cannot tell in advance whether the idea of social cooperatio~,'
and its two companion ideas, will provide the organizing ideas we need for
a workable political conception of justice. The public political culture is
not unambiguous: it contains a variety of possible organiZIng ideas that
might be used instead, various ideas ofliberty and equality, and other idea~

For the idea of social death, see Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1982), esp. pp. 5-9,38-45,337.

,I w,e, n,e,e" d c",l",a,im i,S at the id"ea o,f so,,c,',ie. ty a,s" a", fair, s,ystem" OfC,Oij ,:', ,
~~t.!:C)? IS de,ep.!y embydded,lll thatculture~ ane!. so it, i.sIl()t u[lr~a~.ona.k!s, ' '
~o examine its merits as a, central organizing idea, The point is that whati '

§8. Relation between the Fundamental Ideas
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lever idea we select as the central organizing idea cannot be fully justified by

~its own intrinsic reasonableness,21 as its intrinsic reasonableness cannot suf-

Jfice for that. Such
an idea can be fully
justified (if at all) only by the concep.........;;., ... __ -"_,_.. _. __ ,.. . '-'
.,

t -

~

-~-

\ tion of political justice to :vhich it event~ally leads~hen worked. o~t, and
1by how well that conceptIOn coheres WIth our consIdered conVIctIons of
political justice at all levels of generality in what we may call wide (and gen1eral) reflective equilibrium (§1O). The idea of reflective equilibrium conlnects with that of public justification, to which we now turn.

I

§g. The Idea ofPublic Justification
~'"

g.1. So far we have discussed five fundamental ideas beginning with the
~central organizing idea of society as a fair system of social cooperation.
iNow we turn to a sixth and last fundamental idea, the idea of public jusltification, and three other ideas related to it: those of reflective equilibrium
, }(§10),22 of an overlapping consensus (§ll), and offree public reason (§26).

I

f>\~;~;l;~$::!;;!t~< ::~~L~,~E~~:,!,~:~.,?~fi~~!~?J~~}~~~~,tioj is to ,s~ecify,~he ~dea ofjusti~ca-

: ~'Yt.Jof ,,\rs,ll'l\tIOuma way appropnaJ!1tQ a poht!caJ con.ce~tI~l}, ()fJustIce for a SOCIety
,Of r
. d as a d,emocracy IS,
. byreasonable"p"
,! I
I' ,
J.'I,"•.~<,d<>\'"t N t ';ch ~ractenze"
uralsm",
.'
" The idea of public justification goes with the idea of a well-ordered society, for such a society is effectively regulated by a publicly recognized conception of justice (§3). From the preceding discussion, we see that to fill
this role a conception ofjustice should have three features. These make it a
political conception ofjustice:
(a) While it is, of cour~e, a moral conception, it is worked out for a specific subject, namely, the basic structure of a democratic society. It does not
apply directly to associations and groups within society, and only later do
we try to extend it to connect it with the principles of local justice and to
cover the relations between peoples.
(b) Accepting this conception does not presuppose accepting any particular comprehensive doctrine. A political conception presents itself as a reaCo'

21. Intrinsic reasonableness, or acceptability, is a difficult idea. It means that a judgment
or conviction strikes us as reasonable, or acceptable, without our deriving it from, or basing
it on, other judgments. Of course, that a conviction strikes us as reasonable may indeed turn
outto depend on our other beliefs and convictions, but that is not how it strikes us. On due
reflection we may affirm the conviction as having a certain reasonableness, or acceptability,
on its own.
22. See also Theory, §§4, g.
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sonable conception for the basic structure alone and its principles express a
family of political values that characteristically apply to that structure.
(c) A political conception ofjustice is formulated so far as possible solely
in terms of fundamental ideas familiar from, or implicit in, the public political culture of a democratic society: for example, the idea of society as a fair
system of cooperation and the idea of citizens as free and equal. That there
are such ideas in their public culture is taken as a fact about democratic societies.
g.2. We saw that in a well-ordered society effectively regulated by a puh-! 1).,1 1
licly re~~gnized political conception -of justice, everyone accepts the same: ';;~
p.~illciples ofjustic~., These principles provide, then, a mutually acceptable' ~ :,1;
point of view from which citizens' claims on the main institutions of the ba-; "o!
sic structure can be adjudicated. An essential feature of a well-ordered soci~
ety is that its public conception of political justice establishes a shared basis)
for citizens to justifY to one another their political judgments: each cooper-i
ates, politically and socially, with the rest on terms all can endorse as just.~
This is the meaning of public justification.
'
So understood,jllsti,fi.cation is addre~sed to others who disagree with
(Theory, §87). If there is no conflict in judgment about questions of politi- '
cal justice-judgments about the justice of certain principles and standards,
particuJar institutions and policies, and the ~ike-there is nothing so far to
justi£!To justifY our political judgments to others is to convince them by
public;~asoll', tllat is, by ways of reasoning and inference appropriate to i
fu~d~~~ntal political questio~s, and by appealing to beliefs, grounds, and!
p~litical values it is reaU?9-able for ot~er~ ,al~o to ac~owledge. Publ~c j~s- \
tification proceeds from some consensus:, from pi'eirilses all parties m dIs- :
agreement, assumed to be free and eqmif'and fully capable of reason, may,
reasonably be expected to share and freely endorse.
Public justification is not, then, simply valid argument from given pre-"
mises (though of course it is that). Valid argument is instructive in setting
out the relations between statements: it joins basic ideas and general statements with one another and with more particular judgments; it exhibits the
overall structure of conceptions of any kind. By connecting the elements of
a conception into an intelligible and perspicuous whole, it serves as a mode
of exposition. But when the premises and conclusions are not acceptable
on due reflection to all parties in disagreement, valid argument falls short of
public justification. For justice as fairness to succeed, it must be acceptable,
not only to our own considered convictions, but also to those of others, and

us',
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losophy as reconciliation; for seeing that the conditions of ~ social world at
least allow for that possibility affects our view of the world Itself and our attitude toward it. No longer need it seem hopelessly hostile, a world in
which the will to dominate and oppressive cruelties, abetted by prejudice
and folly, must inevitably prevail. None of this may ease our loss, sit~ated ~s
we may be in a corrupt society. But we may reflect that the .world IS nO.t m
itself inhospitable to political justice and its good. Our social world mIght
have been different and there is hope for those at another time and place.

PART II

Principles ofJustice

§12. Three Basic Points
:;

,12.1. In Part II we discuss the content of the two principles ofjustice that
apply to the basic structure, as well as various grounds in favor of them and
replies to a number of objections. A more formal and organized argument
for these principles is presented in Part III, where we discuss the reasoning
that moves the parties in the original position. In that argument the original
position serves to keep track of all our assumptions and to bring out their
combined force by uniting them into one framework so that we can more
easily see their implications.
I begin with three basic points which ~eview some matters discussed in
Part I and introduce others we are about to examine. Recall first that justice
as fairness is framed for a democratic society. Its principles are meant to answer the question: once we view a democratic society as a fair system of social cooperation between citizens regarded as free and equal, what principles are most appropriate to it? Alternatively: which principles are most
appropriate for a democratic society that not only professes but wants to
take seriously the idea that citizens are free and equal, and tries to realize
that idea in its main institutions? The question of whether a constitutional
regime is to be preferred to inajoritarian democracy, we postpone until later
(Part IV, §44).
12.2. The second point is that justice as fairness takes the primary subject of political justice to be the basic structure of society,' that is, its main
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political and social institutions and how they fit together into one unified
system of cooperation (§4). We suppose that citizens are born into society
and will normally spend their whole lives within its basic institutions. The
nature and role of the basic structure importantly influence social and economic inequalities and enter into determining the appropriate principles of
justice.
. '
In particular, let us suppose that the fundamental social and economiC
inequalities are the differences in citizens' life-prospects (their prospects
over a complete life) as these are affected by such things as their social class
of origin, their native endowments, their opportunities for education, a~d
their good or ill fortune over the course oflife (§16). We ask: by what pnnciples are differences of that kind-differences in life-prospects-made legitimate and consistent with the idea of free and equal citizenship in society
seen as a fair system of cooperation?
12.3. The third point is that justice as fairness is a form of politicalliber-

alism: it tries to articulate a family of highly significant (moral) values that
characteristically apply to the political and social institutions of the basic
structure. It gives an account of these values in the light of certain special
features of the political relationship as distinct from other relationships, associational, familial, and personal.
(a) It is a relationship of persons within the basic structure of society, a
structure we enter only by birth and exit only by death (or so we
may assume for the moment). Political society is closed, as it were;
and we do not, and indeed cannot, enter or leave it voluntarily.
(b) Political power is always coercive power applied by the state and its
apparatus of enforcement; but in a constitutional regime political
power is at the same time the power of free and equal citizens as a
collective body. Thus political power is citizens' power, which they
impose on themselves and one another as free and equal.
The idea of political liberalism arises as follows. We start from two facts:
first , from the fact of reasonable pluralism, the fact that a diversity of. reasonable comprehensive doctrines is a permanent feature of a democratIc society; and second, from the fact that in a democratic regime politi~al power
is regarded as the power of free and equal citizens as a collectIve body.
'\'These two points give rise to ~problem of political legitimacy. For if the
, /act of reasonable pluralism always characterizes democratic societies and if
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political power is indeed the power of free and equal citizens, in the light of \
what reasons ,and values-of what kind of a conception ofjustice-can citi- :
zens legitimately exercise that coercive power over one another?
.
. Politicall~eralism answers that the conception ofjustice must be a polit:1
Ical conceptlO~~ as defined .in §9:1: Such a conception when satisfied allows \ \! ~ h,
us to say: pohtIcal power IS legItimate only when it is exercised in accor- \ ~;: ~ - ..'
9.a~ce with ~ constitution (wri~ten or unwritten) t~e esse~tials of whicl~all l-;':, (/;",,1
CItIzens, aSleasonable and ratIonal, can endorse m the hght of their com- I
mo~ huma,n r~~s?n.This is the liberal principle oflegitimacy. Ids' a furtnel' f
deSIderatum that all legislative questions that concern or border on these ~
essentials, or are highly divisive, should also be settled, so far as possible
by gm'dermes and values that can be similarly endorsed.
' rr
In matters of constitutional essentials, as well as on questions of basic'-;
justice, we try to appeal only to principles and values each citizen can endorse. A political conception of justice hopes to formulate these values: its
shared principles and values make reason public, while freedom of speech
an~ tho~ght in a constitutional regime make it free. In providing a public
baSIS of Justification, a political conception of justice provides the framework for the liberal idea of political legitimacy. As noted in §9.4, however
and discussed further in §26, we do not say that a political conception for~
mulates political values that can settle all legislative questions. This is neither possible nor desirable. There are many questions legislatures must
consid~r. that can only be settled by voting that is properly influenced by
nonpohtical values. Yet at least on constitutional essentials and matters of
basic justice we do try foran agreed basis; so long as there is at least rough
agreement here, fair social cooperation among citizens can we hope be
'
,
maintained. 1

!

12.4. Qi~~_ree points, our question is: viewing society as a fair

~~!~~~~~Eeration between citizens regarded as free and equ~~t
~rinciples of justiceaz:emOStap~p~t;t~-;P;cily"])iSiCi1gIitsan(nil5ei"-
t~~~J._~r:~L~~~~_~te social '!:J?d economic inequalities in citizen~' prospectso~er a ~.~~!~_!g:~!~h~~~k~!ltzq1l.~lg~es are our prImary concern.l; - To find a principle to regulate thes-e in~q~~liti;;-;: we k;~kto o~r firmest
considered convictions about equal basic rights and liberties, the fair value
1.

It is not always clear whether a question involves a constitutional essential as will be

menti~~ed in due course. If ~h.e~·e is doubt about this and the question is highly divisive,
then citIze~s. have a du~ of cI:ihty to tIy to articulate their claims on one another by reference to pOlrtiCal values, If that IS possible.
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of the political liberties as well as fair equality of opportunity. We look outside the sphere of distributive justice more narrowly construed to see
whether an appropriate distributive principle is singled out by those firmest
convictions once their essential elements are represented in the original position as a device of representation (§6). This device is to assist us in working out which principle, or principles, the representatives of free and equal
citizens would select to regulate social and economic inequalities in these
prospects over a complete life when they assume that the equal basic liberties and fair opportunities are already secured.
The idea here is to use our firmest considered convictions about the nature of a democratic society as a fair system of cooperation between free
and equal citizens-as modeled in the original position-to see whether the
combined assertion of those convictions so expressed will help us to identifY an appropriate distributive principle for the basic structure with its economic and social inequalities in citizens' life-prospects. Our convictions
about principles regulating those inequalities are much less firm and assured; so we look to our firmest convictions for guidance where assurance
is lacking and guidance is needed (Theory, §§4, ~w).

§13. Two Principles ofJustice
13.1. To try to answer our question, let us turn to a revised statement of
the two principles of justice discussed in Theory, §§n-14. They should
now read: 2
r:

,! (a) Each person has the same indefeasible claim to a fully adequate
scheme of equal basic liberties, which scheme is compatible with
the same scheme of liberties for all; and
'(b) Social and economic inequalities are to satisfY two conditions: first,
they are to be attached to offices and positions open to all under
conditions of fair equality of opportunity; and second, they are to
2. This section summarizes some points from "The Basic Liberties and Their Priority,"
Tanner Lectures on Human Values, vol. 3, ed. Sterling McMurrin (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1982), §I, reprinted in Political Liberalism. In that essay I tlY to reply to what
I believe are two of the more serious objections to my account of liberty in Them"y raised by
H. L. A. Hart in his splendid critical review essay, "Rawls on Liberty and Its Priority," University of Chicago Law Review 40 (Spring 1973): 551-555, reprinted in his Essays in Jurispmdence and Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983). No changes made injustice as fairness in this restatement are more significant than those forced by Hart's review.
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be to the greatest benefit of the least-advantaged members of societylt
-"
(the difference principle).3
As I explain below, the first principle is prior to the second; also, in the
second principle fair equality of opportunity is prior to the difference principle. This\priority\ means that in applying a principle (or checking it
against test cases) we assume that the prior principles are fully satisfied.
seek a principle of distribution (in the narrower sense) that holds within the;
setting of background institutions that secure the basic equal liberties (in- f
cluding the fair value of the political liberties )4 as well as fair equality of op- t
portunity. How far that principle holds outside that setting is a separate
question we shall not consider. 5
j

wd

f

13·2. The revisions in the second principle are merely stylistic. But before noting the revisions in the first principle, which are significant, we
should attend to the meaning o£trair equality of opportunity~ This is a difficult and not altogether clear idea; its role is perhaps best ~athered from
why it is introduced: namely, to correct the defects of formal equality of opportunity-careers open to talents-in the system of natural liberty, socalled (Theory, §12: 62ff.; §14). To this end, fair equality of opportunity is
said to require not merely that public offices and social positions be open
in the formal sense, but that all should have a fair chance to attain them. To
3· Instead of "the difference principle," many writers prefer the term "the maximin principle," or simply "maximin justice," or some such locution. See, for example, Joshua C6Jhen:s very full and accurate account of the difference principle in "Democratic Equality,"
Ethzcs 99 quly ~98.9):,727-751. But.I ~till use the term "difference principle" to emphasize
first, that thiS pnnclple and the maXlmm rule for decision under uncertainty (§28.1) are two
very distinct things; and second, that in arguing for the difference principle over other distributive principles (say a restricted principle of (average) utility, which includes a social
minimum), there is no appeal at all to the maximin rule for decision under uncertainty. The
widespread idea that the argument for the difference principle depends on extreme aversion
to uncertainty is a mistake, although a mistake unhappily encouraged by the faults' of exposition in Theory, faults to be corrected in Part III of this restatement.
4· See Theory, §36: 197-199.
5· Some have found this kind 'of restriction objectionable; they think a political conception should be framed to cover all logically possible cases, or all conceivable cases, and not
restricted to cases that can arise only within a specified institutional context. See for example Brian Barry, The Liberal Theory of Justice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973),
p. 112. In contrast, we seek a principle to govern social and economic inequalities in democratic regimes as we know them, and so we are concerned with inequalities in citizens' lifeprospects that may actually arise, given our understanding of how certain institntions work.
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{specify the idea of altair ch~~~;~ we say: supposing that there is a distrib~
:tion of native endowments, those who have the same level of talent and abIl.ity and the same willingness to use these. gifts should ~a~e the same p~os
pects of success regardless of their social class of ongm, the class mt~
which they are born and develop until the age of reason. In all part~ of SOCI-

I ety there a~e ~o be rou?hly the same prosp~~ts ~f ~ulture ;~~~ .~Ct~~~~J:m~(nt
I for those SImIlarly motlvated and endowed. ·""L",', ",', ,V,

'...

c'

r

<ct.",

thought the focus has been on achieving certain specific rights and liberties
as well as specific constitutional guarantees, as found, for example, in various bills of rights and declarations of the rights of man. Justice as fairness
follows tp.is traditional view.
(,f,

. '

Fair equality of opportunity here means liberal equality..To accomphsh
its aims, certain requirements must be imposed on the baSIC structure beyond those of the system of natural liberty. ~ f~ee ~arket syste~ must be set
within a framework of political and legal mstltutIOns that adjust the longrun trend of economic forces so as to prevent excessive concentrations of
property and wealth, especially those likely.to lead to political d~~ination.
Society must also establish, among other tlungs, equal opportunItles of education for all regardless oHamily income (§15).6

~. 1,'3.,'3. Consider now the reasons for revising the firs.t principle: One is
7

that thetiQJihl:~~s~~'n~~i:tie~n this principle are specIfi~~ by ~ hst. as fol'lows: freedom of thought and liberty of conscience; pohtlcal hbertles (for
example, the right to vote and to pa~tici~ate in p.olitics) and f~eedom of ~s
lsociation, as well as the rights andhbertles specIfied by the hberty an~ m\\ tegrity (physical and psychological) of the person; and finally, the n~hts
'; and liberties covered by the rule oflaw. That the basic liberties are spe~Ified
lii'by a list is quite clear from Theory, §1l: 61 (1st ed.); but the use of the smgular term "basic liberty" in the statement of the principle on Theory, §1l: 60
(1st ed.), obscures this important feature of these liberties ..
This revision brings out that no priority is assigned to hberty as such, as
if the exercise of something called "liberty" had a preeminent value and
were the main, if not the sole, end of political and social justice. ~hi!e there
is a general presumption against imposi.ng legal an~ other restnctlons ~n
conduct without a sufficient reason, thIS presumptIOn creates no specI~1
,priority for any particular liberty. Throughout the history of democratlc

r

l

6. These remarks are the merest sketch of a difficult idea. We come back to it from time
.,
th b .
to time.
. 1
7. This principle may be preceded by a lexically prior princlP. ~ requm~~ at aSlC
needs be met, as least insofar as their being met is a necessary c~ndlt~on for CItIzens to understand and to be able fruitfully to exercise the basic rights and li~ertles. For.a statement .of
such a principle with further discussion, see R. G. Peffer, Marxzsm, Moralzty, and Soczal
Justice (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 199 0 ), p. 14·
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1,'3.4.\A list of basic liberties can be dra,;n up in two wai~ One i~\h}stori- _
caI\ve };frYey various democratic regimes and assemble a list of rights and
liberties that seem basic and are securely protected in what seem to be historically the more successful regimes. Of course, tlIe veil of ignorance
means that this kind of particular information is not available to the parties
in the original position, but it is available to you and me in setting up justice
as fairness. s We are perfectly free to use it to specify the principles ofjustice
we make available to the parties.
A second way of drawing up a list of basic rights and liberties is f!lalyti-,
ca£:we consider what liberties provide the political and social conditions
essential for the adequate development and full exercise of the two moral
powers of free and equal persons (§7.1). Following this we say: first, tlIat
the equal political liberties and freedom of thought enable citizens to develop and to exercise these powers in judging the justice of the basic
structure of society and its social policies; and second, that liberty of conscience and freedom of association enable citizens to develop and exercise
tlIeir moral powers in forming and revising and in rationally pursuing (individually or, more often, in association with others) their conceptions of
the good.
Those basic rights and liberties protect and secure the scope required
for the exercise of the two moral powers in the two fundamental cases just
mentioned: that is to say, the first fundamental case is the exercise of those
powers in judging the justice of basic institutions and social policies; while
the second fundamental case is the exercise of those powers in pursuing
our conception of the good. To exercise our powers in these ways is essential to us as free and equal citizens.
8. Here I should mention that there are three points of view injustice as fairness that it is
essential to distinguish: the point of view of the parties in the original position, the point of
view of citizens in a well-ordered society, and the point of view of you and me who ate setting up justice as fairness as a political conception and trying to use it to organize into one
coherent view our considered judgments at all levels of generality. Keep in mind that the
parties are, as it were, artificial persons who are part of a procedure of construction that we
frame for our philosophical purposes. We may know many things that we keep from them.
For these three points of view, see Political Liberalism, p. 28.
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13.5. Observe that the first principle ofjustice applies not only to the basic structure (both principles do this) but more specifically to what we
think of as the constitution, whether written or unwritten. Observe also that
some of these liberties, especially the equal political liberties and freedom of thought and association, are to be guaranteed by a constitution
(Theory, chap. IV). What we may call "constituent power," as opposed
to "ordinary power,,,g is to be suitably institutionalized in the form of
a regime: in the right to vote and to hold office, and in so-called bills
of rights, as well as in the procedures for amending the constitution, for
example.
These matters belong to the so-called constitutional essentials, these essentials being those crucial matters about which, given the fact of pluralism,
working political agreement is most urgent (§9.4). In view of the fundamental nature of the basic rights and liberties, explained in part by the fundamental interests they protect, and given that the power of the people to constitute the. form of government is a superior power (distinct from the
ordinary power exercised routinely by officers of a regime), the first principle is assigned priority.
This priority means (as we .have said) that the second principle (which
indudes the difference principle as one part) is ahyays to be applied within
a setting of background institutions that satisfY the requirements of the first
principle (induding the requirement of securing the fair value of the politicallibetties), as by definition they will in a well-ordered society.lO The fair
value of the political liberties ensures that citizens similarly gifted and motivated have roughly an eq,ial chance of influencing the government's policy
and of attaining positions of authority irrespective of their economic and
social dass.u To explain the priority of the first principle over the second:
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this priority rules out exchanges ("trade-offs," as economists say) between
the basic rights and liberties covered by the first principle and the social
and economic advantages regulated by the difference principle. For example, the equal political liberties cannot be denied to certain groups on the
grounds that their having these liberties may enable them to block policies
needed for economic growth and efficiency.
Nor can we justifY a selective service act that grants educational deferm~nts or exemptions to some on the grounds that doing this is a socially effiCIent way both to maintain the armed forces and to provide incentives to
those otherwise subject to conscription to acquire valuable skills by continuing their education. Since conscription is a drastic interference with the
basic liberties of equal citizenship, it cannot be justified by any needs less
compelling than those of the defense of these equal liberties themselves
(Theory, §58: 333f.).
A further point about pl'iority: in asserting the priority of the basic
rights and liberties, we suppose reasonably favorable conditions to obtain. That is, we suppose historical, economic and social conditions to
be such that, provided the political will exists, effective political institutions can be established to give adequate scope for the exercise of
those freedoms. These conditions mean that the barriers to constitution~l '
government (if such there are) spring largely from the political culture "
and existing effective interests, and not from, for instance, a lack of economic means, or education, or the many skills needed to run a .democratic
regime. 12
.13.? It is il~p~rtant to note a ,~sti~ction:betwe~n thefirst a.!l~,~~S(),ll~dL
~rlnc!ple~"~f.ll!~tI~~e.; T~e first pn~clple, as explamed by its interpreta-I J,.

milt

9. This distinction is derived from Locke, who speaks of the people's power to constitute
the legislative as the first and fundamental law of all commonwealths. John Locke, Second
'Treatise of Government, §§134, 141, 149.
10. It is sometimes objected to the difference principle as a principle of distributive justice that it contains no restrictions on the overall nature of permissible distributions. It is
concerned, the objection runs, solely with the least advantaged. But this objection is incorrect: it overlooks the fact that the parts of the two principles of justice are designed to work
in tandem and apply as a unit. The requirements of the prior principles have important distributive effects. Consider the effects of fair equality of opportunity as applied to education,
say, or the distributive effects of the fair value of the political liberties. We cannot possibly
take the difference principle seriously so long as we think of it by itself, apart from its setting
within prior principles.
11. [See Political Liberalism, p. 358.]

tIon, ~overs the const~tutIOnal essentIals. The second principle requires
equality of opportumty and that social and economic inequalities be gov-J
er~e~ by the differenc~ p~inciple, ~hi~h we discu~s in §§17-19. While som~
pnnclple of opportumty IS a constItutIOnal essentIal-for example, a principle requiring an open society, one with careers open to talents (to use
the eighteenth-century phrase)-fair equality of opportunity requires more
than that, and is not counted a constitutional essential. Similarly, although a
12. The priority (or the primacy) of the basic equal liberties does not, contraJY to much
opinion, presuppose a high level of wealth and income, See Amartya Sen and Jean Dreze
Hunger and Public Action (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), chap. 13; and Parth~
Dasgupta, An Inquiry into Well-Being and Destitution (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1993), chaps. 1-2,5 and passim.
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social minimum providing for the basic needs of all citizens is also a constitutional essential (§38.3-4; §49.5), the difference principle is more demanding and is not so regarded.
The basis for the distinction between the two principles is not that the
first expresses political values while the second does not. Both principles
f~xpress political values. Rather, we see the basic structure of society as hav! ing two coordinate roles, the first principle applying to one, the second
. structur~
;ff principle to the other (Theory, §ll: 53).
one role the b aSIe
I: ~pecifies and secure!! citizens' equal basic liberti~s (includi~g~he fair v~lue
11cQfthepoliticalli~erties .(§45)) and establishe~ a~ust. constItutI~nal regIme:
!; In the other role It proVIdes the background InstItutIOns of SOCIal and ecoIi ~;~ic jUfl!ic~in the~or_m most, aPPf()priate to citizens seenas free and
;q;ai:The questions involved in the first role concern the acquisition and
th-~'~'xercise of political power. To fulfill the liberal principle of legitimacy
:\ (§12.3), we hope to settle at least these questions by appeal to the political
,/values that constitute the basis offree public reason (§26).
!. The principles of justice are adopted and applied in a four-stage sequence. 13 In the first stage, the parties adopt the principles of justice behind a veil of ignorance. Limitations on knowledge available to the parties
are progressively relaxed in the next three stages: the stage of the constitutional convention, the legislative stage in which laws are enacted as the constitution allows and as the principles of justice require and permit, and the
final stage in which the rules are applied by administrators and followed by
citizens generally and the constitution and laws are interpreted by members
of the judiciary. At this la~t stage, everyone has complete access to all the
facts. The first principle applies at the stage of the constitutional convention, and whether the constitutional essentials are assured is more or less
visible on the face of the constitution and in its political, arrangements and
the way these work in practice. By contrast the second principle applies at
the legislative stage and it bears on all kinds of social and economic legislation, and on the many kinds of issues arising at this point (Theory, §31: 172176). Whether the aims of the second principle are realized is far more difficult to ascertain. To some degree these matters are always open to reasonable differences of opinion; they depend on inference and judgment in assessing complex social and economic information. Also, we can expect
more agreement on constitutional essentials than on issues of distributive
justice in the narrower sense.

III

1

t

13. [See Theory, §31: 172-176, and Political Liberalism, pp. 397-398.]
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Thus the grounds for distinguishing the constitutional essentials coveredT
by the fi~st principle and the' institutions of distributive justice covered!
by the second are not that the first principle expresses political values and~
"the second does not. Rather, the grounds of the distinction are four:
~

1

(a) The two principles apply to different stages in the application of
principles and identifY two distinct roles of the basic structure;
(b) It is more urgent to settle the constitutional essentials;
(c) It is far easier to tell whether those essentials are realized; and
(d) It seems possible to gain agreement on what those essentials should
b~, not in every detail, of course, but in the main outlines.

13·7· One way to see the point of the idea of constitutional essentials is to
connect it with the idea of loyal opposition, itself an essential idea of a constitutional regime. The goverpment and its loyal opposition agree on these
constitutional essentials. Their so agreeing makes the government legitimate in intention and the opposition loyal in its opposition. Where the loyalty of both is firm and their agreement mutually recognized, a constitutional regime is secure. Differences about the most appropriate principles
of distributive justice in the narrower sense, and the ideals that underlie
them, can be adjudicated, though not always properly, within the existing
political framework.
While the difference principle does not fall under the constitutional essentials, it is nevertheless important to try to identifY the idea of equality
most appropriate to citizens viewed as free and equal, and as normally and
fully cooperating members of society over a complete life. I believe this idea
involves reciprocity14 at the deepest level and thus democratic equality
properly understood requires something like the difference principle. (I say
"something like," for there may be various nearby possibilities.) The re14· [As understood in justice as fairness, reciprocity is a relation between citizens expressed by principles of justice that regulate a social world in which all who are engaged in
cooperation and do their part as the rules and procedures require are to benefit in an appropriate way as assessed by a suitable benchmark of comparison. The two principles ofjustice,
including the difference principle with its implicit reference to equal division as a benchmark, formulate an idea of reciprocity between citizens. For a fuller discussion of the idea of
reciprocity, see Political Liberalism, pp. 16-17, and the introduction to the paperback edition, pp. xliv, xlvi, Ii. The idea of reciprocity also plays an important part in "The Idea of
Public Reason Revisited," University of Chicago Law Review, 64 (Summer 1997): 765-807,
reprinted in The Law of Peoples (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999) and

Collected Papers.]
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maining sections of this part (§§14-22) try to clarifY the content of this principle and to clear up a number of difficulties.

§I4. The Problem of Distributive Justice

.r

14·1. The problem of\TIst;ib;t:ive J~~ticet in justice as fairness is always
~ this: how are the institutions of the basic structure to be regulated as one
:: unifi~d scheme of institu.tions so that a fair, efficient, and productive sysfem
!ofsocial cooperation. can. be maintain~d over time, from one g~n~~atio~}(),
ithe next? Contrast thIs WIth the very dIfferent problem of how a gIVen bun'.d~e of commoditie~ is to be distrib~ted, or allocated, among various indi\vlduals whose partIcular needs, desIres, and preferences are known to us,

ran~ who have not co~perated, i.~ aIlYc.~~y'~~J?{oduce those commoditi~s.
(rhls second problem IS that 0~~l19(;<ltIVe justice, (Theory, §ll: 56; §14: 77).
To illustrate: accepting the assumptio'ns "implied by interpersonal cardinal comparisons of well-being, we might, for e~ample, allocate the bundle
of commodities so as to achieve the greatest satisfaction summed over these
individuals from the present into the future. As a political conception of
justice, the classical principle of utility (as found in Bentham and Sidgwick)
can be seen as adapting the idea of allocative justice so as to be a single
principle for the basic structure over time.
14.2. We reject the idea of allocative justice as incompatible with the fundamental idea by which justice as fairness is organized: the Idea of SOCIety

~-;raT;s~SQ.~m~r~tI;;;~e;~i;~~-citi;~~;-;;~-~~~~~-;;~per-

ating to produce the social resources on which their claims are made. In a
well-ordered society, in which both the equal basic liberties (with their fair
value) and fair equality of opportunity are secured, the distribution of in~ome and wealth illustrates what we may call pure background procedural
\
c-IS1f
justice. ~he basic structure is arranged so that when everyone follows the
11>.5 ~OM~ ,:3
:p~~~(;lyr~g:;;~ze(fr~l~s of ~ooperation, and honors the dairfis'tni:'Yutes
C,-"c.'" \ - \loW'!;
0\,4,) " oo"'Vh, specify, the p~:!~cu.lar. ~i~!Eik~!ig}:ilorgo()ds th,at re~ult are acceptable as
'ust (or at least as not unjust) whatever these distribution~turn'~ourw-15t;.-
of~" r ~f~tb.1(
\1'/<;\ "'.,;).. "
To elaborate: within the framework of backgr;~d justice set up by the
\,,,\.,., .t >\1\"1'
~'\"'\ 1..5 J-el"\vrfJ basic structure, individuals and associations may do as they wish insofar as
'\'I~ 1'-\ rJ'u,J.i\~e. the rules of institutions permit. Observe that particular distributions cannot
be judged at all apart from the claims· (entitlements) of individuals earned
by their efforts within the fair system of cooperation from which those distributions result. In contrast to utilitarianism, the concept of allocative jus-

14.3. These points can be made clearer as follows. The word "background" in the phrase "background procedural justice" above is intended
to indicate. that certain rules must be included in the basic structure as a
system of social cooperation so that this system remains fair over time, from
one generation to the next. 16
Consider an example. The draft rule in a professional sport such as basketball ranks teams in the opposite order from their standing in the league'
at the end of the season: championship teams go last in the draft of new
players. This rule provides for regular and periodic changes in the roster of
teams and is designed to ensure that teams in the league are more or less
evenly matched from year to year, so that in any given season each team can
give any other a decent game. These changes of players are necessary to
achieve the aims and attractions of the sport and are not foreign to its Pllrpose.
The required background rules are specified by what is necessary to
fulfill the two principles of justice. Later on we survey some of these as
found in a property-owning democracy (Part IV)Y For example, background institutions must work to keep property and wealth evenly enough
shared over time to preserve the fair value of the political liberties and fair
equality of opportunity over generations. They do this by laws regulating
bequest and inheritance of property, and other devices such as taxes, to
prevent excessive concentrations of private power (Theory, §43: 245ff.).
14.4. Since the difference principle applies to institutions as public systems of rules, their requirements are foreseeable. They do not involve any
more continuous or regular interference with individuals' plans and actions
than do, say, familiar forms of taxation. Since the effects of those rules are
foreseen, they are taken into account when citizens draw ~p their plans in
15. See T&:o~~§l;I;: 74-77, and note the distinction made there between the three kinds
of procedural justice. - 16. The term "background" is introduced here and is not used in Theory.
17. Property-owning democracy is discussed in Theory, chap. V, but unfortunately the
contrast between it and welfare-state capitalism is not made clear enough. This defect I aim
'
to correct in Part IV.
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the first place. Citizens understand that when they take part in social cooperation, their property and wealth, and their share of what they help to produce, are subject to the taxes, say, which background institutions are known
to impose. Moreover, the difference principle (as well as the first principle
and the first part of the second principle) respects legitimate expectations
based on the publicly recognized rules and the entitlements earned by individuals (Theory, §§47-48 ).lS
The rules of background institutions required by the two principles of
~justice (including the difference principle) are designed to achieve the aims
and purposes of fair social cooperation over time. They are essential to pre\ serve background justice, such as the fair value of the political liberties and
\ fair equali.ty of opportunity, as well as to make it likely that economic and
1social inequalities contribute in an effective way to the general good or,
:more exactly, to the benefit of the least-advantaged members of society. Like
'the draft rule in professional sports, the arrangements required by the difference principle are part of, and not foreign to, the conception of fair social
cooperation in justice as fairness. Even with these rules of background justice, distributive justice may still be understood as a case of pure procedural

r
!

justice.
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duties, as well as the principles for acquiring and transferring property, the
succeeding states are also just, no matter how distant in time. Call this an
ideal historical process view. 19
To work out this idea we need an account not only of the just initial state
and of fair agreements, but also of just social conditions under which fair l ._ "
agreements are to be reached. Even though the initial state may have been t " \'\
just, and subsequent social conditions may also have been just for some' \ i
time, the accumulated results of many separate and seemingly fair agree-",'l
ments entered into by individuals and associations are likely over an ex- \:~
tended period to undermine the background conditions required for free ,~,
and fair agreements. VelY considerable wealth and property may accumu- \"'.,
,
late in a few hands, and these concentrations are likely to undermine fair
equality of opportunity, the fair value of the political liberties, and so on.
The kind of limits and provisos that in Locke's view apply directly to the
separate transactions of individuals and associations in the state of nature
are not stringent enough to ensure that fair background conditions are
maintained. 20
,

15.2. To preserve these conditions is the task of fue rules of pure proce":1

dural background justice. Unless fue basic structUJ:e-is-r~ulttted-(')Ver-t' ,a
earlier just djstrihut;iQR.s-Q[-ass~.nds do not ensure the justice 0
later distributions, howev,fr free andiail:.partiGul;u:-transaGtions.he.tween i~=

background justice.
Consider an important criticism of Locke. Suppose we begin, as it seems
he does, with the attractive idea that persons' social circumstances and their
relations with one another should develop over time in accordance with fair
agreements fairly arrived at. Much as with Locke's conception of ideal history, we might use certain principles to specify various rights and duties of
persons, as well as their rights to acquire and transfer property. Now suppose we start with a just initial state ~n which everyone's possessions are
justly held. We then say that when everyone respects persons' rights and

dividuals and ass~ciat!ons may look whe~~~ew~_~.!~~~gY~l!;d aEal~;fi:~~
background institutions. For the outcome of these transactions taken tog~r is affectecLJ!x,.~,Djg!:lg§_.oLc_Q.utingenci~s,,";X~~~fO;;;;;abl~~~-;;sequences. It is necessary to regulate, by laws governing inheritance and bequest, how people acquire property so as to make its distribution more
equal, to provide fair equality of opportunity in education, and much else.
That such rules of background justice are in force over time does not detract from but rather makes possible the important values expressed by free
and fair agreements reached by individuals and associations within the basic structure. This is because principles applyi.ng to these agreements directly (for example, the law of contract) do not alone suffice'to preserve
background justice.
What is needed, then, is a division of labor between two kinds of princi-

18. The remarks in this paragraph reply to the kind of objection Nozick raises to the difference principle in Ana1'Chy, State, and Utopia. His description of the Wilt Chamberlin example, chap. 7, pp. 160-164, suggests that to apply that principle to government must involve continual interference with particular individual transactions.

19. Nozick's Ana1'Chy, State, and Utopia is an example of this kind of view.
20. For example, in Locke's case they fail to guarantee the equal political liberties, as we
can tell from Second Treatise, §158. See Joshua Cohen, "Structure, Choice, and Legitimacy:
Locke's Theory of the State," Philosoph). and Public Affai1'S 15 (Fall 1986}: 301-324.

15.1. A characteristic feature ofjustice as fairness as a political conception

is that it takes the basic structure as its primary subject. I note two broad
kinds of reasons for this: the first notes how social institutions work and the
nature of the principles required to regulate them over time to maintain
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pIes, each kind suitably specified: first, those that regulate the basic structure over time and are designed to preserve background justice from one
generation to the next; and second, those that apply directly to the separate
and free transactions between individuals and associations. Defects in either kind of principle can result in a serious failure of the conception ofjustice as a whole.
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ing (however specified) of individuals in that state-plays no role. It is a historical surd, unknowable, but even if it could be known, of no significance. 21

§16. The Basic Structure as Subject: Second Kind of Reason

16.~. !he second kind of reason for taking the basic structure as the pri~
mary subject derives from its profound and pervasive influence on the per': i
sons who live under its institutions. Recall that in explaining the emphasis\
put on the basic structure as subject, we said that we view citizens as born'
into society: it is there that they will lead a complete life. They enter that
social world only by birth, leave it only by death. And since any modern society, even a well-ordered one, must rely on some inequalities to be well designed and effectively organized, we ask what kinds of inequalities a wellordered society would allow or be particularly concerned to avoid.
Justice as fairness focuses on inequalities in citizens'life-prospects-their
prospects over a compl~te life (as specified by an appropriate index of primary goods)-as these prospects are affected by three kinds of contingenCIes:

f

15.3. Once the many transactions and agreements of individuals and associations are framed within a just basic structure, we have an ideal social
process view, of which justice as fairness is an example. The contrast with
Locke's ideal historical process view is in part this: while both views use
the concept of pure procedural justice, they specifY this concept in different
r\~ays. The historical process view focuses on the transactions of individuals
~and associations as these are constrained by the principles and provisos ap\>{/ 1plying direcdy to the parties in particular transactions.
,~.,:",\>~;~,\" J By contrast, <.t§ <,l_soGiCJ.l proc~ss view,justice as fairness focuses first on
".,' f }, j'C' '/ t?~ ,ba_sic structureand on the regulations required to maintain background"

~:":",:'\;,.;, ,v,:,I, ~., ·";~jlJ§ti$;"~9Y~Lti.meJor alJ p<::rfl()Jl~<c ~quCJ,lf~Y,' w?ateverdtheII'r gen~ratII'on old' ~ociall

:

.,,:G.,

::",:1 po~ition. Since a public conceptIOn

f'

t~"

~~

0 JustIce nee s c ear, SImp e, an mte~iigiblC rules, we rely on an institutional division oflabor between principles
required to preserve background justice and principles that apply direcdy
to particular transactions between individuals and associations. Once this
division of labor is set up, individuals and associations are then left free to
advance their (permissible) ends within the framework of the basic structure, secure in the knowledge that elsewhere in the social system the regulations necessary to preserve background justice are in force.
~ ~ Taking the basic structure as the primary subject enables us to regard

~ii~;;f~f~~:ih~~~l~~i;~;!;~~;r~:!rf~~g;:~~~it~~,

)1~E..~cli~!EL~'!!'~i9I}.,!h!;l.t!$1Y1J~.is,.AQ~~piabk,a§jll§t,~h!!t~y,.e..r ,thatma.trib.:utilln
Ii tYJIl,&J2,tJ;t to be (§14.2). This allows us to abstract from the enormous com'~plexities~rth;innumerable transactions of daily life and frees us from having to keep track of the changing relative positions of particular individuals
(Theory, §14: 76f.). Society is an ongoing scheme offair cooperation over
time without any specified beginning or end relevant for political justice.
The principles of justice specifY the form of background justice apart from
all particular historical conditions. What counts is the workings of social institutions now, and a benchmark of the state of nature-the level of well-be-

(a) their social class of origin: the class into which they are born and
develop before the age of reason;
(b) their native endowments (as opposed to their realized endowments); and their opportunities to develop these endowments as affected by their social class of origin;
(c) their good or ill fortune, or good or bad luck, over the course oflife
(how they are affected by illness and accident; and, say, by periods '
of involuntary unemployment and regional economic decline).
ii
Even in a well-ordered society, then, our prospects over life are deeply affected by social, natural, and fortuitous contingencies, and by the way the
basic structure, by setting up inequalities, uses thos~ contingencies to meet
certain social purposes.
Pointing out these three kinds of contingencies is not enough, of course,
to show conclusively that the basic structure is the appropriate subject of
political justice. No such decisive arguments are available, as everything de21. See

Them" §I2: 69, though the point is not stated sufficiently sharply,
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pends on how the conception of justice as fairness hangs together as a
whole. Yet if we ignore the inequalities in people's prospects in life arising
from these contingencies and let those inequalities work themselves out
while failing to institute the regulations necessary to preserve background
justice, we would not be taking seriously the idea of society as a fair system
of cooperation between citizens as free and equal. This reminds us that
what we are asking is precisely: what principles of background justice are
presupposed in taking seriously that idea of society (§12.1)? c\
16.2. If citizens of a well-ordered society are to recognize one another as
free and equal, basic'institutions must educate them to this conception of
themselves, as well as publicly exhibit and encourage this ideal of political
justice. This task of education belongs to what we may call the wide role of
a political conception. 22 In this role such a conception is part of the public
political culture: its first principles are embodied in the institutions of the
basic structure and appealed to in their interpretation. Acquaintance with
and participation in that public culture is one way citizens learn to conceive
of themselves as free and equal, a conception which, if left to their own reflections, they would most likely never form, much less' accept and desire to
realiie.
Consider further how the three contingencies (noted above) affect the
content of people's final ends and purposes, as well as the vigor am;l confidence with which they pursue them. We assess our prospects in life according to our place in society and we form our ends and purposes in the
light of the means and opportunities we can realistically expect. So whether
we are hopeful and optimistic about our future, or resigned and apathetic,
depends both on the inequalities associated with our social position and on
the public principles of justice that society not merely professes but more
or less effectively uses to regulate the institutions of background justice.
Hence the basic structure as a social and economic regime is not only an arrangement that satisfies given desires and aspirations but also an arrangement that arouses further desires and aspirations in the future. This it does
by the expectations and ambitions it encourages in the present, and indeed
over a complete life.
Moreover, native endowments of various kinds (say, native intelligence
22. By contrast, the narrow role might be something like that of specifYing the basic prin-

ciples and most essential rules that must be followed for political society to be enduring and
stable. H. L. A. Hart's idea of the minimum content of natural law, which draws on Hume, is
an example. See The Concept ofLaw (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), pp. 189-195.
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and natural ability) are not fixed natural assets with a constant capacity.
They are mer~ly potential and cannot come to fruition apart from social
conditions; and when realized they can take but one or a few of many possible forms. Educated and trained abilities are always a selection, and a small
selection at that, from a wide range of possibilities that might have been
fulfilled. Among what affects their realization are social attitudes of encouragement and support, and institutions concerned with their early discipline
and use. Not only our conception of ourselves, and our aims and ambitions,
but also our realized abilities and talents, reflect our personal histOlY, opportunitielrand social position, and the influence of good and ill fortune.

1~.3. To ~um up: for the two ~nds of reasons noted. in this an~ the pr~-1
cedmg sectIon, we take the baSIC structure as the prImary subject. Thlsi
structure comprises social institutions within which human beings may de-i
velop their moral powers and become fully cooperating members of a soci~1
ety of free and equal citizens. And as a framework that preserves back-iI
ground justice over time from one generation to the next it realizes the ide~
(central to justice as fairness) of pure background procedural justice as an;
ideal social process (as explained under the first kind of reason): It also an-\
swers to the public, role of educating citizens to a conception of themselv~s .
as free and equal; and, when properly regulated, it encourages in them attitudes of optimism and confidence in their' future, and a sense of being
treated fairly in view of the public principles which are seen as effectively
regulating economic and social inequalities (as explained under the second
kind of reason).
So far, then, starting with the basic structure seems to accord with the
other ideas of justice as fairness, something we could not have foreseen at
the outset. A sharp definition of that structure might have gotten in the way
of fitting it into these other ideas,just as a sharp definition of them would
have gotten in the way of fitting them to it. (Recall the remarks in §4.3.)

§17. Who Are the Least Advantaged?
17.1. We have referred to the least advantaged, but who are they and how
are they singled out? To answer these questions we introduce the idea of
1P..riillf,l[Y gooclsl, These are various social conditions and all-purpose means
that are generally necessary to enable citizens adequately to develop and!
fully exercise their two {lloral powers, and to pursue their determinate con-I
ceptions of the good. Here we look to the social requirements and the nori

Ii

